EMERGENCY ARBITRATION IN INDIA: A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
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Over the years, the Indian government, as well as the courts, have consistently furthered a pro-arbitration approach in order to establish an efficient dispute resolution mechanism that can improve contract enforcement and the ease of doing business. Emergency arbitration is considered to be one such process that can assist in establishing an effective resolution mechanism. This paper attempts to focus on and understand the modalities of prominent domestic institutional rules which govern the emergency arbitration proceedings. It provides a comparative critique of the domestic rules as against their international counterparts through the identification of certain key features present in the latter. Thereafter, the paper recommends numerous amendments for the domestic institutional framework that can assist in formulating a robust emergency arbitration procedure in India. In conducting this analysis, the paper also analyses the concerns surrounding the recognition and enforcement of emergency arbitration orders, which arguably constitute the backbone of an efficient emergency mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Emergency arbitration (‘EA’), has emerged as a popular mechanism for parties to obtain urgent relief from an emergency arbitrator. It refers to an arbitral mechanism that takes place before the formation of the main tribunal in order to deliver urgent interim relief for protecting the assets and evidence that cannot wait for the formation of the tribunal and may otherwise get altered or lost. The EA mechanism is based on four founding principles, which are the likelihood of success on merits, the risk of irreparable harm, the risk of the aggravation of the dispute, and the balance of equities. Due to the aforesaid important goals and functions that EA serves, it is frequently referred to as the ‘Achilles’ heel’ of arbitration.

With the recently concluded dispute of Amazon v. Future Retail, the concept of EA has fallen into the limelight of the Indian legal system. This is due to the core principles of arbitration, such as party autonomy, that is dealt with in the case, as well as the popularity of the parties involved. The dispute, which shall be discussed subsequently in detail, highlights the fundamental challenges regarding EA that persist under the Indian jurisdiction. These challenges range from recognition to the enforcement of EA orders with respect to both foreign and domestic seated arbitration.

This paper, however, focuses on a critical appraisal of the Indian institutional framework for EA and the challenges that persist at an institutional level. In this regard, the

5 2021 SCC OnLine Del 1279 (‘Amazon’).
The paper analyses the institutional rules of seven domestic arbitral institutions, namely the Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration (‘MCIA’), the New Delhi International Arbitration Centre (‘NDIAC’), the Indian Council of Arbitration (‘ICA’), the Madras High Court Arbitration Centre (‘MHCAC’), the Nani Palkhivala Arbitration Centre (‘NPAC’), the Bangalore International Mediation, Arbitration and Conciliation Centre (‘BIMACC’) and the Indian Institute of Arbitration and Mediation (‘IIAM’). The paper also addresses various lingering issues regarding the recognition and enforcement of an EA order since amendments to the institutional framework would be rendered meaningless without resolving such concerns.

Part II of the paper focuses on the general rise of EA as a popular mechanism for urgent interim relief. This part first highlights the history and the statistical data to trace the development of the mechanism. Thereafter, it proceeds to analyse the varying advantages that the EA mechanism professes, which arguably makes it preferable over court-ordered interim measures. The paper under Part III addresses the issue of the recognition of EA under the Indian jurisprudence. It traces the statutory framework for the interim measures under the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 (‘the 1996 Act’) and recommendations from committees for explicitly incorporating the EA mechanism under the said statute. The part then proceeds to analyse the opinions of the Indian court with respect to the recognition of the EA mechanism under the 1996 Act.

Part IV conducts a survey of the EA mechanism of seven prominent international institutional rules such as the Singapore International Arbitration Centre (‘SIAC’). The objective of such a study is to trace the underlying common features present under the said rules that arguably, are the core features of an EA mechanism. These key features are thereafter juxtaposed with the domestic EA rules in Part V. Herein, the paper highlights the shortfalls as well as the compliances to these features that the domestic rules profess.

After the aforesaid critical comparison, Part VI proceeds to offer recommendations regarding the various amendments to the domestic EA rules. The part provides recommendations concerning the duration of the process, powers and duties of the emergency arbitrator, the nature of the EA order, and the rights of the parties to opt-out of such a mechanism and parallelly approach a domestic court. Part VII of the paper discusses the complex issue of the enforcement of an EA order under the Indian jurisdiction. The paper focuses on the enforcement of an EA order under both foreign and domestic seated arbitrations. Part VIII of the paper offers concluding remarks. The part calls for a basic level of uniformity that ought to be followed by the domestic EA rules and encourages discussion on this issue.

II. THE ADVENT OF EMERGENCY ARBITRATION

The paper in this part attempts to review the development of EA from a mere experiment to an important mechanism that is practiced worldwide. Thereafter, the part traces the benefits of EA over an interim measure proceeding before a domestic court.

A. DEVELOPMENT OF EMERGENCY ARBITRATION

The roots of the current EA mechanism can be traced to the measures taken in the early 1990s.6 The International Chamber of Commerce (‘ICC’) in 1990 was the first arbitral institution to offer pre-arbitral emergency measures that permitted parties to submit disputes

---

6 Hanessian & Dosman, supra note 1, at 216.
for, amongst other things, an EA order.\(^7\) The ICC recognised that during the course of many contracts, particularly long-term contracts, issues might arise that require urgent responses.\(^8\) In such limited time, it is frequently not possible to arrive at a binding decision from a tribunal or a court.\(^9\) Accordingly, the ICC incorporated a pre-arbitral referee procedure in order to provide a temporary resolution to the dispute and lay the foundation for its final settlement.\(^10\) Such provisions were optional, and parties were required to ‘opt-in’ in order to be bound by them.\(^11\)

Notably thereafter, the World Intellectual Property Organisation (‘WIPO’) in the mid-1990s proposed an amendment to their arbitration rules and incorporated the emergency relief mechanism.\(^12\) However, the same did not materialise until 2014.\(^13\) In 1999, the American Arbitration Association also adopted an Optional Rules for Emergency Measures of Protection as part of its commercial arbitration rules.\(^14\)

Within the next two decades, several arbitral institutions, realising the relevance and importance of emergency mechanisms, incorporated rules for EA – resulting in the availability of EA becoming the norm. SIAC and the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (‘SCC’) both adopted the rules in 2010.\(^15\) This was followed by the ICC overhauling its rules and the Swiss Arbitration Centre (‘SAC’) introducing the EA rules in 2012.\(^16\) The Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre (‘HKIAC’), the London Court of International Arbitration


\(9\) Id.

\(10\) Id.


(‘LCIA’), and the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (‘CIETAC’) followed suit in 2013, 2014, 2015, respectively.

The spread in the availability of the EA mechanism has been complemented by the rise in the usage of the said process, as compiled in the table below by reference to the available data at the time of writing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arbitral Institution</th>
<th>Cases Administered</th>
<th>Sectors/Agreements Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIAC(^{20})</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>Maritime and shipping, corporate, construction, infrastructure, and trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC(^{21})</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Investment protection treaty, shareholders agreement, construction, service and delivery agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCIA(^{22})</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Data not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC(^{23})</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Construction, engineering, energy, share and purchase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, through an analysis of the statistical data, it is clear that there has been an exponential increase in the usage of the EA mechanism across different forms of transactional sectors. Such an increase can be attributed to the advantages that EA manifests over court-ordered interim measures. These advantages are discussed in the next sub-part.

B. BENEFITS OF EMERGENCY ARBITRATION OVER COURT-ORDERED INTERIM MEASURES

This sub-part shall trace the benefits of an EA over an interim measure proceedings before a court. While the right to approach a court for a grant of interim relief has been preserved, the benefits of seeking an EA order have resulted in the rise in the popularity of EA around the world. These benefits include privacy, confidentiality of parties and proceedings, party autonomy, expediency of proceedings, flexibility and transparency of arbitrators, to name a few.

EA is also promising due to the numerous deficiencies in the traditional judicial system. By resorting to a court for interim relief, the parties may have to sacrifice the benefits that they had hoped to take advantage of while choosing arbitration for dispute resolution.

i. Expediency

An emergency arbitrator is appointed before the constitution of an arbitral tribunal and is empowered to grant interim orders. The international arbitral institutions provide for an expedited procedure for interim relief in their rules that must be followed by an emergency arbitrator. These rules stipulate specific time frames for procedures such as the appointment of emergency arbitrator and the delivery of final orders. By following such a procedure, emergency arbitrators are distinguished from the mechanisms of the courts. Such a procedure expressly stipulates expedited proceedings in order to grant quick and effective interim relief to a party.

A study by SIAC demonstrates that the orders for a majority of cases before an emergency arbitrator were rendered within five days from the date of request for emergency

---

25 Official data for SAC and CIETAC could not be found on their annual reports or website.
30 The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix I, Art. 8(1); The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule I, Cl. 7.
31 Fry, supra note 28, at 183.
relief. However, quick relief may often not be granted by a domestic court if its jurisdiction is perceived to be insufficient or if the court lacks the experience to accommodate a request for interim relief. In a typical scenario where the issue relates to multiple jurisdictions, instead of making applications to multiple courts, making just one application to the emergency arbitrator expedites the process. Hence, in countries where courts require excessive procedural formalities and are working slowly, parties tend to opt for EA since they can rely on its mechanism to expediently pass orders, unlike conventional courts.

ii. Flexibility

Typically, arbitration rules do not specify strict standards for the decision-making process of the emergency arbitrator. Rather, they generally state that an emergency arbitrator may order any measures “it deems necessary or appropriate”. There is no universal approach to EA proceedings such as threshold issues, procedural matters, substantive standards and post-arbitration considerations. However, unlike EA proceedings, domestic courts are bound by the laws of the relevant jurisdiction and may not have room to exercise their discretion. Therefore, there is a fair advantage on approaching an arbitrator over a conventional court since most arbitration rules leave a considerable amount of discretion to emergency arbitrators in delivering the order.

iii. Persuasive Powers of the Arbitrator

A very important consideration in choosing the forum for interim measures is the persuasive power of the arbitrator. The orders for interim relief granted by the arbitrators are often voluntarily complied with since a party against whom such an order has been imposed would not want to be seen disobeying such orders before the arbitrator has formulated an opinion on the merits of the case. Further, in certain cases, the arbitrators may draw an adverse inference from the non-compliance of their interim orders by a party and take the same into account while deciding the case and the costs.

However, the domestic courts granting interim relief in arbitration would naturally not be rendering a decision on the merits of the case due to the lack of jurisdiction. Therefore, the opposite party would be less willing to comply with such court orders due to the

---

33 Fry, supra note 28, at 180.
34 Id.
37 The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Art. 6; The ICDR Rules, 2021, Art. 37(5).
40 Id.
lack of repercussions for the same. Hence, a party requesting interim relief is persuaded to opt for an arbitral proceeding over a domestic court proceeding.

iv. Other Advantages

When parties invoke EA proceedings, it usually involves substantial amounts of money, value and risk, which urges parties to seek emergency relief due to its urgent and quick nature. In certain cases where the issues relate to several jurisdictions, applications may have to be made to multiple courts in several different countries. However, this can be simply avoided by approaching a tribunal for interim relief where only one application will have to be made.\(^{41}\) Moreover, domestic courts may not provide the most efficient solution to the problem. Courts may result in being an ineffective forum as they may use national language and national civil procedures, which would require using local counsel and involve other complications arising out of domestic procedures.\(^{42}\)

Some advantages common to arbitration and EA proceedings over domestic courts is party autonomy, privacy, confidentiality and transparency. Party autonomy is the cornerstone of EA.\(^{43}\) Much like regular arbitral proceedings, the emergency arbitrator derives its authority from an agreement between the parties. The EA is governed by the agreement between the parties and the rules that the parties themselves consent to.\(^{44}\) Through this practice of electing rules of arbitral institutions that provide for EA procedures, parties are in a position to freely exercise their autonomy. Privacy of the parties and confidentiality of information is another principle of arbitration that flows into the EA proceedings.\(^{45}\) Most arbitral rules stipulate that confidentiality must be observed by the parties unless agreed otherwise.\(^{46}\) Typically, no party is permitted to publish, disclose or communicate any information relating to the arbitral proceedings or an award made in the arbitration.\(^{47}\) Unlike EA proceedings, court proceedings in many jurisdictions are public in nature and can result in the publication of confidential information that may have otherwise not been disclosed in an EA proceeding.

EA proceedings prove to be more transparent than domestic court proceedings since most arbitration rules stipulate that prospective arbitrators will have to disclose circumstances that could possibly give rise to any doubts with regard to their impartiality and independence.\(^{48}\) Even after such a declaration is made by the emergency arbitrators, the parties are entitled to question and challenge the appointment of the emergency arbitrator.\(^{49}\) An emergency arbitrator is also not allowed to participate in a future related arbitration regarding the said dispute.\(^{50}\) However, no such challenges can be made before domestic courts. Furthermore, courts are generally associated with a perception of bias, especially in cases where one of the parties is a national of the jurisdiction of the said court, and the other is a


\(^{42}\) Shaughnessy, *supra* note 26, at 341.


\(^{45}\) Fry, *supra* note 28, at 185; The HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, 2018, Art. 42.2.

\(^{46}\) The HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, 2018, Art. 42.1.

\(^{47}\) *Id*.

\(^{48}\) The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Appendix V, Art. 2(5).

\(^{49}\) The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Appendix V, Art. 3; The ICDR Rules, 2021, Art. 37(3); The HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Art. 10.

\(^{50}\) The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Appendix V, Art. 2(6); The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Arts. 4, 7; The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 1(2).
foreign entity.\textsuperscript{51} Additionally, unlike emergency arbitrators, judges of domestic courts may not have the specialised legal or technical knowledge required to decide a particular dispute.

The inherent benefits of the EA mechanism, coupled with the shortcomings in the mechanisms of the conventional court system, demonstrate that the former is more promising in seeking quick and efficient relief.

III. RECOGNITION OF EMERGENCY ARBITRATION IN INDIA

This part seeks to first analyse the basic difference between the interim measure relief sought through §9 and §17 of the 1996 Act. Herein, we also highlight the recommendations made by certain prominent committee reports concerning the recognition of EA in India. Lastly, the part shall analyse the judgments of the courts which have enabled, though in a limited manner, the recognition of EA under the Indian jurisprudence.

A. INTERIM MEASURES

While international arbitration practices were codified across various statutes and rules, the lack of any regulation for interim measures called for an amendment to introduce the concept under the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Arbitration, 1985, (‘UNCITRAL Model Law’) in 2006.\textsuperscript{52} This revision was aimed to promote greater efficiency in international arbitration.\textsuperscript{53}

Interim measures may be described as the grant of temporary relief delivered by a court or arbitral tribunal in order to protect a party’s rights prior to the final award.\textsuperscript{54} In most cases, interim measures are designed with an aim to effectively minimise loss, damage, or prejudice before or during arbitral proceedings or to complement the enforcement of the final award.\textsuperscript{55} With the development of international arbitration as an efficacious alternative dispute resolution mechanism, the need for interim measures has also increased. Under the 1996 Act, the grant of interim measures is primarily located under two provisions – §9 and §17. As a general understanding, §9 provides powers to the court to grant interim measures, while §17 equips the arbitral tribunal with similar powers.\textsuperscript{56} Notably, these provisions have been adopted in furtherance of and in consonance with Articles 9 and 17 of the UNCITRAL Model Law, respectively.\textsuperscript{57} The characteristics of the said provisions are discussed hereunder.

\textsuperscript{51} Nigel Blackaby et al., Redfern and Hunter on International Arbitration, ¶7.30 (Oxford University Press, 6th ed., 2015).
\textsuperscript{56} The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, §9, §17.
\textsuperscript{57} Variyar, supra note 55; Law Commission of India, Amendments to the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, Report No. 246, 4 (August, 2014) (‘246\textsuperscript{th} Law Commission Report’).
1. §9 OF THE ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION ACT, 1996

Until the constitution of the arbitral tribunal, the power to grant interim relief is primarily derived from §9 of the 1996 Act. It provides that a party may, before or during arbitral proceedings or at any time after the making of the arbitral tribunal (but before its enforcement), approach the court to seek an interim measure. A party may approach the court for protection with respect to matters delineated under the provision such as preservation, interim custody or securing the amount in dispute, or any other interim measures of protection as the court may find just and convenient. It is also provided that the court shall have the authority to enforce its order, as any other competent court.

With developments in jurisprudential trends in this subject, §9 has resulted in becoming the primary choice for parties that seek to invoke the mechanism for interim measures. In order to obtain such an order for interim measures by the court, the following prerequisites have evolved over time:

i. The pre-existence of an arbitration agreement or an arbitration clause;
ii. A dispute between the respective parties to the abovementioned agreement or clause, over the subject matter of the contract, which must be referred to arbitration;
iii. The unequivocal and manifest intention of the respective parties to take recourse to arbitration at the time of filing; and
iv. The subject matter of the dispute must fall under the original jurisdiction of the civil court, before an interim relief is sought.

As can be noticed, §9(1) provides the court with the power to grant interim measures during an arbitral proceeding as well. The 2015 Amendment to the 1996 Act brought clarity to the position of law in this regard. With the insertion of sub-section 3, it is now clearly established that once an arbitral tribunal has been constituted, the court shall not entertain any application for interim measures unless it finds that the circumstances of the case may render the remedy under §17 ineffective.

Thus, in doing so, the legislature attempted to align the actual intention of the provision and its practical application. With these amendments, the legislature was able to minimise the role of courts in arbitration, thus furthering a pro-arbitration regime. The power of courts to grant interim measures under §9 was only expressed as a principle and to show that

58 The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, §2(e) (‘court’ may be the principle civil court of original jurisdiction, i.e. District Court, over the subject-matter of the dispute).
59 Id., §9(1)(ii)(c).
60 Id., §9(1).
61 Vairiyan, supra note 55, at 36.
62 Punj Llyod v. Valentine Maritime (Mauritius), [2008] (2) RAJ 422 (Del); Ramji Bharany v. Ambience Developers & Infrastructure, AIR 2010 NOC 1031 (P&H).
64 See also Sundaran Finance Ltd. v. NEPC India, AIR 1999 SC 565 (an issue of notice to refer to arbitration is sufficient to prove such a manifest intention).
65 The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, §2(1)(c); Fountain Head Developers v. Maria Arcangela Sequeira, AIR 2007 Bom 149.
68 246th Law Commission Report, supra note 57.
it was not incompatible with circumstances where arbitration was preferred, along with the spirit of its parent provision under the UNCITRAL Model Law.

2. §17 of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996

Under §17(1), an arbitral tribunal is vested with the powers to order interim measures. §17, much like §9, provides a list of matters for which the parties can seek interim measures.\(^{69}\) However, prior to the 2015 Amendment, the statute had failed to incorporate any provision for the arbitral tribunal to enforce its orders, rendering the mechanism under it completely ineffective. The only statutory backing that arbitral tribunals had for such orders, was to be found under §27(5) of the 1996 Act, which provided the repercussions for failing to observe the orders of the tribunal, ultimately leading to contempt.\(^{70}\) Though even under this provision, the arbitral tribunal would have had to seek the assistance of the court in order to enforce its orders. In case of failure to observe the order or a refusal thereby, the arbitral tribunal would have to present a case and seek the assistance of the court in deciding the defaulting party’s disadvantages, penalties and punishments.\(^{71}\)

For instance, in *Alka Chandewar v. Shamshul Ishrar Khan*,\(^{72}\) the Supreme Court held that §27(5) of the 1996 Act empowered tribunals to make representation to courts for contempt of its orders. The Court further held that the case be remanded to the High Court to decide the alleged contempt on the basis of the facts at hand and interpretation of the statutes in question and determine the defaulting party’s repercussions for the contempt.\(^{73}\) Thus, there was a clear distinction between the order of the arbitrator and the court, and only the latter was empowered with the authority to enforce its orders, as provided under §9. Such a provision was absent from §17. Hence, a defaulting party that failed to observe the orders of the arbitral tribunal could not be penalised either under the Contempt of Courts Act, 1971, (‘Contempt Act’) or the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, (‘CPC’) – as an arbitral tribunal is not a court.\(^{74}\)

The 2015 Amendment sought to eliminate this disparity and bring §17 at par with §9. It inserted §17(2), which stipulates that the orders passed under §17 shall be deemed to be orders of the court and shall be enforceable under the CPC.\(^{75}\) While it may seem as though a lacuna in the law was plugged, the 2015 Amendment does not answer key concerns raised regarding enforceability. The 1996 Act does not explicitly state the actual procedure for enforcement of the order issued by the arbitral tribunal. This leaves its enforcement under the CPC open to several interpretations. It is uncertain whether such an order would be enforced under §94 of the CPC, or Order XXXIX Rule 1 or 2 of the CPC, or §151 of the CPC.\(^{76}\) Ultimately, the interpretation of the CPC is determined by the subject satisfaction of the courts.

The impact of such interpretation of the aforesaid provisions and enforcement under the CPC will be analysed and discussed extensively later in Part VII. At this juncture, we can observe that §17, which deals with interim measures granted by the arbitral tribunal,
does not mention the concept of EA. This absence has resulted in parties arguing for the non-recognition of EA under the Indian jurisprudence. In order to prevent such objections, certain recommendations had been made by the Law Commission of India (‘Law Commission’) and the Ministry of Law and Justice, which have been discussed below.

a. The 246th Law Commission Report

The 20th Law Commission, constituted under chairman Justice A. P. Shah, undertook the task of reviewing the provisions under the 1996 Act, and finally presented the 246th Law Commission Report (‘the Report’) before the Ministry of Law and Justice.78

To give legal sanctity to rules of institutional arbitration, the Report recommends that several amendments be made to the 1996 Act in order to incorporate the concept of EA. It generally suggested that the High Courts and the Supreme Court promote and encourage the concept of EA and take effective steps to refer disputes to institutionalised arbitration.79 Further, the Report strongly recommended that appropriate amendment be made to the definition of ‘arbitral tribunal’ under §2(1)(d) of the 1996 Act and that the provision explicitly include the emergency arbitrator under its ambit.80 Such an amendment would come in light of an active recognition of institutional rules, such as those of SIAC and MCIA, which already provide for an emergency arbitrator.81 However, the government did not incorporate these recommendations under the 2015 or the 2019 Amendments and thereby failed to provide statutory support to the concept and mechanism for EA in India.

b. The High-Level Committee Report

In addition to the series of pro-arbitration initiatives, the Ministry of Law and Justice constituted a High-Level Committee (‘the Committee’) on January 13, 2017, to review the institutionalisation of arbitration under the chairmanship of Justice B. N. Srikrishna.82 The Committee was entrusted with the task of making recommendations for the reformation of arbitration in India and submitted its report on August 3, 2017, to the Minister of Law and Justice and Electronics and Information Technology, Ravi Shankar Prasad.83

The report of the Committee examined the reasons for preference displayed towards ad hoc arbitration over institutional arbitration in India.84 While each of the mechanisms has its own set of advantages and disadvantages, the report highlights that the reasons for such a preference include the lack of credible arbitral institutions, preconceived notions and misconceptions surrounding institutional arbitration, lack of support from the government and legislations towards institutional arbitration, along with judicial biases against arbitration in general.85 In this vein, to strengthen institutional arbitration, the Committee suggested an amendment to the definition of an arbitral award under §2(1)(c) of the 1996 Act

---

77 For challenges to the recognition of EA before Indian courts, see infra Part III.B on “Rulings of the Indian Court”.
78 246th Law Commission Report, supra note 57, at ¶10(c).
79 Id., ¶7(v).
80 Id., ¶7.
81 The SIAC Rules, 2016, Rule 26, Schedule 1.
84 High Level Committee Report, supra note 82, at Part I, Chapter III, §B.
85 Id., Part I, Chapter III, §B(2).
to include ‘emergency award’. This was recommended in order to enforce emergency decisions rendered by foreign seated tribunals. Such a recommendation raises theoretical and practical concerns regarding the nature of an EA decision as an ‘award’ or an ‘order’.

The international community is itself divided on the issue of whether a decision on interim measure can qualify as an award. Certain scholars argue that interim measures do not resolve any substantive dispute between the parties with finality and therefore cannot represent an award as stated under Article V(1)(e) of the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 1958 (‘New York Convention’). In contrast, other scholars have argued that the New York Convention is primarily intended to ensure certainty and effectiveness of the agreement to arbitrate and its resolution, and therefore, since it does not explicitly limit such nature of awards, interpreters should also refrain from imposing such limitations.

This impasse is also present amongst the domestic courts across different jurisdictions. Singapore law does not recognise interim relief as an award, and it can be only enforced as an order with the leave of the court. The same school of thought is followed under the English law, wherein the interim relief is treated as an order and can be enforced with the assistance of the court. In contrast, other jurisdictions such as the United States of America consider interim relief also as an award within the ambit of the New York Convention. Regardless of these conflicting opinions, since the recommendation of the Committee with respect to §2(1)(c) has not been accepted, interim relief continues to fall under the category of ‘orders’ in accordance with §9 and §17 of the 1996 Act.

Further, recommendations of the Committee regarding amending the definition of ‘arbitral tribunal’ under §2(1)(d) were also not implemented by the legislature under the 2015 and 2019 Amendments to the 1996 Act. Naturally, in the absence of such a statutory recognition of EA, the Indian courts have dealt with cases involving challenges to the validity of EA orders, as discussed in the next sub-part.

---

86 Id., Part I, Chapter VI, §E.
87 For further discussion, see infra Part III.B on “Rulings of the Indian Courts”.
89 Art. V(1)(e) of the New York Convention stipulates that the recognition and enforcement of an award may be refused if it is proved that the award has not become binding in nature; For a brief on this stance, see ALBERT JAN VAN DEN BERG, THE NEW YORK ARBITRATION CONVENTION OF 1958, 47 (Kluwer Law, 1981); Chester Brown, Enforcement of Interim Measures Ordered by Tribunals and Emergency Arbitrators in International Arbitration in International Arbitration: The Coming of a New Age?, ¶17:286 (Kluwer Law International, 2013).
93 Island Creek Coal Sales Company v. City of Gainesville, 729 F. 2d 1046 (Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, United States); Yahoo Income v. Microsoft Corp, 983 FSupp 2d. 310, 319 (Southern District of New York).
94 Due to this stance, for the sake of simplicity, this paper shall refer to emergency relief as EA orders.
B. RULINGS OF THE INDIAN COURTS

Courts in India have rendered three notable decisions that deal with the issue of the recognition of the concept of EA under the Indian jurisprudence. The same have been discussed below.

1. HSBC PI HOLDINGS v. AVITEL POST

The judgment in HSBC PI Holdings v. Avitel Post,95 (‘HSBC’) delivered by the Bombay High Court was the first case to deal with the recognition of EA in India. The seat of arbitration, in this case, was Singapore and the SIAC Rules, 2016, (‘SIAC Rules’) governed the arbitral proceedings.96 The petitioner had invoked the EA mechanism present under the said rules that resulted in an order by the emergency arbitrator.97 Thereafter, it filed a petition under §9 of the 1996 Act in order to enforce the said order under Indian law.98

Importantly, the first issue that the Court had to resolve was whether §9 of the 1996 Act, which falls under Part I, would apply to foreign seated arbitrations. This was in lieu of the decision in Bharat Aluminium v. Kaisel Aluminium Technical Services99 (‘BALCO’) that explicitly prohibited the application of Part I of the 1996 Act to foreign seated arbitrations. In this regard, the Court noted that since the agreement between the parties was entered into before the decision in BALCO and the said decision applied prospectively, the ratio of the decision would not apply to the instant case.100 Moreover, the arbitration agreement between the parties specifically excluded the applicability of Part I, except for §9 of the 1996 Act.101 Therefore, it concluded that the parties had undoubtedly chosen to retain the applicability of §9. Thereafter, the Court delivered an order in lines of and reflecting the decision of the emergency arbitrator.102

Though the Court did not directly engage into whether the concept of EA is recognised under the 1996 Act, it utilised the EA order to pass a similar relief under §9. Thus, it implied that the EA orders were recognised and deemed relevant by the Indian courts for granting urgent interim orders, as long as §9 applied to the case.

2. RAFFLES DESIGN v. EDUCOMP PROFESSIONAL

After HSBC, the Delhi High Court dealt with a similar matter in Raffles Design International India v. Educomp Professional Education103 (‘Raffles Design’). The seat of arbitration, in this case, was also Singapore,104 and the petitioner had attained an EA order from the emergency arbitrator under the SIAC Rules.105 However, unlike HSBC, the agreement in the present case was entered into force after BALCO, and the parties had not specifically agreed

---

95 2014 Indlaw Mum 29 (‘HSBC’).
96 Id., ¶1(f).
97 Id., ¶1(q).
98 Id., ¶1.
99 2012 (9) SCC 552.
100 HSBC, supra note 95, at ¶88.
101 Id.
103 2016 (6) ARB LR 426 (Delhi) (‘Raffles Design’).
104 Id., ¶6.
105 Id., ¶5.
to be governed by §9 of the 1996 Act.\(^\text{106}\) Therefore, the respondent argued for the non-maintainability of the petition due to the foreign seat of arbitration.\(^\text{107}\)

Herein, the Court took recourse to the 2015 Amendment to §2(2) of the 1996 Act, which came into effect after the decision in HSBC and marginally amended the position laid down in BALCO.\(^\text{108}\) §2(2), after the amendment, states that certain provisions of Part I, including §9 shall be applicable to international commercial arbitration even if the seat is outside India.\(^\text{109}\)

The Court thereafter examined the purpose behind the aforesaid amendment to §2(2). It noted that the rationale behind such an amendment was to enable a party to approach the Indian courts for interim relief in respect to arbitration seated outside India.\(^\text{110}\) It also brought the 1996 Act in consonance with the UNCITRAL Model Law, which permits its Article 9 to be applied to foreign seated arbitration.\(^\text{111}\) Hence, before this amendment, an Indian party in the absence of a specific agreement would have been prohibited from seeking interim measures from Indian courts.\(^\text{112}\) This raised grave concerns since Indian parties were unable to obtain interim relief from the courts if the property or assets of the foreign entity were located in India.\(^\text{113}\) Herein, the Indian party would have to apply to courts of the country in which the seat of the arbitration is located, and by that time, the property or assets were usually removed or transferred by the foreign entity.\(^\text{114}\) Thus, the amendment to §2(2) was recommended to rectify this situation and bring the 1996 Act at par with other foreign legislations.\(^\text{115}\)

Thereafter, the Court observed that under Rule 30.3 of the SIAC Rules, a party could also approach the judicial authority for interim measures.\(^\text{116}\) This led to the conclusion that the parties had agreed that seeking an interim measure from the courts would not be incompatible with the arbitral proceedings.\(^\text{117}\) Hence, the parties had not, through agreement, prevented the application of §2(2) of the 1996 Act.\(^\text{118}\) Further, the Court also noted that the enforcement mechanism under §17 would not be available to the parties due to the foreign seat of arbitration.\(^\text{119}\) In such circumstances, the party can either file a separate suit under CPC to enforce the order\(^\text{120}\) or a petition under §9 as in the present case.\(^\text{121}\) However, the Court observed that under §9, the Court will consider the request for interim relief independent of the EA order.\(^\text{122}\) §9 could not be used to inadvertently enforce an EA order, and the Court will independently apply its mind and grant the relief.\(^\text{123}\) Thus, unlike HSBC, which delivered a
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\(^{109}\) The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, §2(2) (Further, §2(1)(f) defines international commercial arbitration as an arbitration wherein at least one of the parties is a national, resident, incorporated or associated with a body that is managed and controlled outside India, or a government of a foreign country).
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similar automatic relief to the EA order and therefore inadvertently enforced it, the Court in Raffles Design sought to independently review the case and then deliver its decision.

The Court in Raffles Design ultimately concluded that for cases dealing with international commercial arbitration, even with a foreign seat, the parties would have recourse to §9 of the 1996 Act to obtain interim relief. However, prior EA orders rendered by an arbitral tribunal would not be relevant to the determination of the Court and cannot be enforced under §9. Thus, it nullified the relevancy and de-recognised prior decisions of the emergency arbitrator in foreign seated cases.

3. AMAZON V. FUTURE RETAIL

The decision in Amazon\textsuperscript{124} covers a different sphere of the recognition of EA in India than Raffles Design and HSBC since it dealt with a domestic seated arbitration in New Delhi.\textsuperscript{125} Therefore, the entirety of Part I of the 1996 Act applied to the instant case. The parties had engaged in a SIAC EA that delivered an EA order.\textsuperscript{126} Due to the domestic seat of arbitration, the petitioner directly approached the Court under §17(2) read with Order XXXIX Rule 2A and §151 of the CPC to enforce the said order.\textsuperscript{127} However, the respondent raised objections stating that an emergency arbitrator is not recognised as an arbitrator under §2(1)(d), and an EA order is also not recognised as an order under §17(1), and thus not enforceable under §17(2) of the 1996 Act.\textsuperscript{128}

The Delhi High Court relied on §2(6) of the 1996 Act, which provides freedom to the parties to authorise any person, including an arbitral institution, to determine the disputes between the parties.\textsuperscript{129} Further, §2(8) stipulates that such an agreement to authorise an institution would include the arbitral rules referred in the agreement.\textsuperscript{130} Moreover, §19(2) permits the parties to agree on the procedure to be followed by the arbitral tribunal.\textsuperscript{131} Thus, through the operation of §2(8), the Court observed that the parties had incorporated the SIAC Rules under the arbitration agreement and thereby had agreed to be bound by the provisions regarding EA.\textsuperscript{132} Therefore, the Court held that on the conjoint reading of §2(6), §2(8), §19(2), and the SIAC Rules, the emergency arbitrator would fall under the definition of an arbitrator under the §2(1)(d) of the 1996 Act.\textsuperscript{133} It viewed that this current framework was sufficient to recognise the concept of EA, and no amendments as suggested by the Law Commission or the Committee were required.\textsuperscript{134} Hence, the Court concluded that the EA order was an interim order of an arbitral tribunal under §17(1) and enforceable under §17(2) of the 1996 Act.\textsuperscript{135}

\textsuperscript{124} 2021 SCC OnLine Del 1279.
\textsuperscript{125} Id., ¶10.
\textsuperscript{126} Id., ¶11.
\textsuperscript{127} Id., ¶1.
\textsuperscript{128} Id.
\textsuperscript{129} Id., ¶140.
\textsuperscript{130} Id.
\textsuperscript{131} Id.
\textsuperscript{132} Id., ¶143.
\textsuperscript{133} Id., ¶144.
\textsuperscript{134} Id., ¶146.
\textsuperscript{135} Id., ¶188.
decision in Amazon was appealed before the Supreme Court,\textsuperscript{136} wherein the Court made observations that were on similar lines as those of the High Court.\textsuperscript{137}

Therefore, the EA order made in domestic seated arbitrations is currently recognisable under §17 of the 1996 Act. On the other hand, EA orders delivered under a foreign seated arbitration dealing with international commercial arbitration, as observed in Raffles Design, do not enjoy such recognition under §17 due to the inapplicability of Part I. The parties would be required to approach the Court under §9 or file a fresh suit under the CPC. Herein, while determining the claims under §9, the EA orders are not recognised or considered by the courts and cannot be directly enforced under the mechanism. Only the resulting order of the Court under §9, which will be based on its independent application of mind, is recognisable under the said provision.

Herein, another consideration that arises is with respect to the recognition of EA orders issued under a foreign seated tribunal but not dealing with international commercial arbitration as defined under §2(1)(f) 1996 Act – which necessitates the involvement of a foreign party. This situation can arise due to the recent decision in \textit{PASL Wind Solutions v. GE Powers Conversion India},\textsuperscript{138} (‘PASL’) where the Supreme Court upheld the ability of two Indian parties to choose a foreign seat of arbitration. Therefore, in such a scenario, the arbitration, though seated in a foreign nation, would only be categorised as domestic arbitration, and thus, §2(2) of the 1996 Act would not be applicable. However, the Court in PASL had held that irrespective of such omission, §9 remedies for interim measures by domestic courts should be available to Indian parties who choose a foreign seat of arbitration. Conclusively, in such situations as well, it can be noticed that the ratio of Raffles Design shall be applicable since it is a foreign seated arbitration, and only §9 of the 1996 Act is applicable.

As has been recommended before,\textsuperscript{139} in order to expressly recognise EA in foreign seated arbitration, a provision similar to §17 would have to be inserted in Part II of the 1996 Act. Another way to achieve this can be through adopting the recommendations made by the Committee to include EA orders under the ambit of an arbitral award under §2(1)(c). However, this will carry theoretical concerns regarding the connotation of interim relief as an award, as discussed earlier.

IV. INTERNATIONAL RULES AND THE KEY FEATURES OF EMERGENCY ARBITRATION MECHANISM

Through this part, the paper will attempt to explore the EA mechanism present under the various arbitral rules of prominent international arbitration institutions. Such a survey shall enable us to flesh out the underlying commonalities that flow through these rules – which create an efficient and robust EA mechanism. This identification shall enable us to analyse the robustness of the domestic institutional rules in the succeeding parts. The minimum threshold requirements, and the obligation and duties of the emergency arbitrator and the parties, are


\textsuperscript{137} Amazon, \textit{supra} note 5.

\textsuperscript{138} 2021 SCC OnLine SC 331.

essential to eliminate the abuse of the EA process by a claimant while simultaneously determining the claims quickly in order to reduce the delaying tactics adopted by respondents to frustrate the effect of an EA order. The rationale behind such features shall be discussed in detail under Part VI.

A. IDENTIFIED INTERNATIONAL ARBITRAL INSTITUTIONS

Seven prominent international arbitral institutes have been identified for understanding the key common features of EA. These include SIAC, LCIA, HKIAC, SAC, SCC, ICC, and CIETAC. These are the leading institutions at the global level due to their high level of penetration in settlement of international disputes. For instance, SIAC arbitration is immensely popular and frequently used by Indian companies and corporations.\textsuperscript{140} Even in the three cases in India that relate to EA, the SIAC Rules governed the arbitration proceedings.\textsuperscript{141} Their popularity is also evinced from the SIAC 2020 Annual Report, where India emerged as the top foreign user of SIAC’s institutional mechanism, with 690 of the 1,083 administered cases comprising an Indian party.\textsuperscript{142} On the other hand, LCIA is one of the world’s leading arbitral institutions for the resolution of commercial disputes.\textsuperscript{143} As per the LCIA 2020 Annual Report, the institution witnessed an eighteen per-cent increase in the cases administered by it from the previous year.\textsuperscript{144} Indian parties have also increasingly opted for the LCIA Rules, 2020 (‘LCIA Rules’) due to their compliances with the best practices and the efficient and professional functioning of the institution.\textsuperscript{145}

HKIAC is known to offer efficient and reasonably priced arbitration, as well as an expedited EA process.\textsuperscript{146} The HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, 2018 (‘HKIAC Rules’) are innovative and progressive, especially with respect to cases involving multiple parties or contracts.\textsuperscript{147} Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, the institution has seen an increase in


\textsuperscript{141} For details, see \textit{supra} Part III.B on “Rulings of the Indian Courts”.


the number of cases administered by it.\textsuperscript{148} The ICC, with its progressive and efficient mechanism under the ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021 (‘ICC Rules’), has continued to remain one of the most popular arbitral institutions in the world.\textsuperscript{149} ICC, in particular, has made significant breakthroughs in the Asian market.\textsuperscript{150} Indian parties have increasingly opted for the ICC Rules, with the number growing three-folds between 2018 and 2019.\textsuperscript{151} India is currently second in the number of parties choosing ICC arbitration worldwide.\textsuperscript{152}

SCC, since its establishment in 1917, has witnessed a steady increase in its popularity.\textsuperscript{153} In 2020, around half of the cases administered by the institute were international disputes involving parties from over forty-three countries, including India.\textsuperscript{154} One of the main reasons that SCC is a popular venue for arbitration is Sweden’s reputation as a relatively neutral State in world affairs and geopolitics.\textsuperscript{155} Further, CIETAC is the leading arbitration institution in China and one of the busiest arbitration centres in the world.\textsuperscript{156} In 2020, the institute saw an 8.5 per-cent growth in the caseload and handled disputes amounting in total to 17.3 billion dollars.\textsuperscript{157} Further, over one-fifth of the cases administered by the institute involved a foreign party.\textsuperscript{158}

\begin{flushright}
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Lastly, SAC has been involved in offering arbitration as well as mediation services for more than 150 years. The caseload handled by the institute has been increasing steadily, with over seventy-three per-cent of the cases in 2020 dealing with international arbitration. In June 2021, the centre converted from Swiss Chambers’ Arbitration Institute to SAC due to changes in the structuring of the organisation and introduced the new Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021 (‘SAC Rules’).

B. DELINEATING THE KEY FEATURES OF EMERGENCY ARBITRATION

1. Expedited Process

Through the survey of the various EA mechanisms, we can observe an expedited process for the determination of EA application, the appointment of the emergency arbitrator, challenges to such appointment, and the determination of the claims by the emergency arbitrator. The determination of the EA application and the subsequent appointment of the emergency arbitrator is generally done within one to three days. The same is significantly shorter than the general practice for the appointment of the arbitrator. For instance, in an ordinary arbitration proceeding, the LCIA Rules provide for a twenty-eight day period from the date when the request for arbitration is received for such an appointment. The HKIAC Rules provide for a fifteen to thirty day period for the selection of the arbitral tribunal. On the other hand, the SIAC Rules stipulate the appointment to be done “as soon as practicable”.

Similarly, the challenges to the appointment of the emergency arbitrator have to be made generally within one to three days under the international arbitral rules. The permitted period for such a challenge is much longer under the normal procedure. For instance, under the SIAC Rules, a challenge to the appointment of an arbitrator can be made within fourteen days from such an appointment or the disclosure of any fact which raises issues regarding independence and impartiality of the arbitrator. Similarly, the CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015 (‘CIETAC Rules’) provide a fifteen-day period for challenging the appointment...
of an arbitrator.\textsuperscript{168} The ICC Rules, on the other hand, provide a thirty period to the parties for such a challenge.\textsuperscript{169}

Further, the emergency arbitrator generally has to deliver the EA order within fourteen to fifteen days under the international rules.\textsuperscript{170} The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017 (‘SCC Rules’), though provide for a highly expedited five day period for delivering such an order.\textsuperscript{171} Such an expedited and time-bound decision for interim measures is absent when similar measures are granted after the formation of an arbitral tribunal. The institution rules generally do not provide any time period for the adjudication of interim claims, and the determination is at the discretion of the arbitral tribunal.

Furthermore, the emergency arbitrator is also usually obligated to form a schedule for the EA proceedings within one or three days of their appointment.\textsuperscript{172} Under normal procedure, there is no such time limit, and the arbitrators are generally encouraged to establish the procedure and the schedule for the arbitral proceedings promptly and as soon as possible.\textsuperscript{173} The schedule formulated by the emergency arbitrator should provide the parties with a reasonable opportunity to be heard and may also provide for virtual or document-only hearings as a substitute to a formal hearing. Lastly, the international rules include non-business days for the purpose of calculating the deadlines instead of only ‘business’ days. The reasons and the importance of such a difference will be discussed extensively in Part VI.

2. Ingredients of the Application

It can be noticed that the international EA rules provide for three common and basic ingredients on an EA application. The applicant is required to provide

\begin{itemize}
  \item[i.] the background and nature of the urgent claim,
  \item[ii.] the reasons why such an urgent claim is required, and
  \item[iii.] proof of notification to the other parties regarding such application.\textsuperscript{174}
\end{itemize}

While elucidating the reasons for the emergency relief, the applicant is generally required to show that the relief sought is fair and proportional, and if the same is not granted,
the applicant will face irreparable harm.\textsuperscript{175} The standard for urgency required is intrinsically higher in EA and must be such that it cannot avoid the formation of the arbitral tribunal.\textsuperscript{176}

The information provided in the application enables the arbitral institution to assess whether there is a \textit{prima facie} jurisdiction to the claims and also provides time to the respondent to prepare a response.\textsuperscript{177} This avoids the hassle of organising EA proceedings for trivial and vexatious claims – preventing the wastage of time of the opposite parties, the arbitrators as well as the institution. Further, a notification to the other relevant parties seeks to avoid an \textit{ex-parte} proceeding for the determination of the claim and also provides more time to the opposite parties to prepare their responses.\textsuperscript{178} However, a refusal by the opposite party to participate in the EA proceedings will not prevent the proceedings from taking place.\textsuperscript{179} The principle is to provide every reasonable opportunity to the opposite party to participate in the EA proceedings.

3. \textbf{Special Procedure for the Determination of the Seat of Arbitration}

The international rules for EA contain a specific and distinct process for ascertaining the seat of arbitration during an EA proceeding.\textsuperscript{180} Generally, the rules provide that if the parties have expressly agreed to a particular place as the seat of arbitration, the same shall also be the seat for the EA proceedings. However, if the emergency arbitrator cannot delineate any express agreement with respect to the seat, the domicile of the arbitral institute shall automatically be adjudged as the seat.

For instance, the LCIA Rules provide that in the absence of an express agreement, the seat of arbitration shall be London.\textsuperscript{181} Similarly, the SIAC Rules stipulate Singapore as the seat of arbitration in the absence of an express agreement.\textsuperscript{182} Such a process is distinct from the normal procedure where the arbitral tribunal has to generally determine the seat of the arbitration based on all the relevant circumstances of the case.\textsuperscript{183}

It is important to note that certain rules such as ICC Rules, SCC Rules and SAC Rules instead provide that, in the absence of an express agreement, the President or the Board shall determine the seat of the arbitration. However, even in such circumstances, the seat of arbitration is mostly delineated to be the domicile of the institution.\textsuperscript{184} Further, the determination of the seat can be based on factors suitable for an EA proceeding and distinct from the tests usually applied.\textsuperscript{185} Such factors may include whether the seat has a law permitting
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\textsuperscript{179} RAGNWALDH, \textit{supra} note 177, at 187.
\textsuperscript{180} The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 5; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 16.2; The HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Cl. 9; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Appendix V, Art. 4(1) read with Art. 18(1); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 5; The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(5); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 4 read with Art. 7(2).
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for emergency measures, the general time constraint for granting an EA order and whether the measure will be enforced.\textsuperscript{186} Moreover, the principle or the key feature here is not regarding an automatic process for the determination of the seat. Instead, the underlying principle is to avoid the utilisation of the time of the emergency arbitrator to determine such complex challenges regarding the seat of arbitration.

Further, such an automatic decision or the determination by the President or the Board regarding the seat of the arbitration is only applicable for the EA proceedings. In other words, the arbitral tribunal is not bound by such a determination and may ascertain the seat of arbitration as per the applicable law.

4. Disclosure of Matters concerning Impartiality and Independence of Emergency Arbitrator

It can be evinced that the international rules for EA stipulate an explicit duty on behalf of the emergency arbitrator to disclose any facts or circumstances that may affect their impartiality or independence while adjudicating the claims.\textsuperscript{187} Such a disclosure has to be made by the emergency arbitrator before their appointment under the relevant rules. It is noteworthy that since the appointment under the EA rules usually takes place in one to three days, this self-determination by the emergency arbitrator has to also be completed in an expedited manner keeping in mind the short deadlines.

Moreover, this duty of disclosure is a continuing duty that lasts for the entire EA process. Thus, the emergency arbitrator, even after their appointment, is duty-bound to disclose any facts or circumstances that endanger their impartiality or independence. Challenges to the appointment, as stated before, have to be made generally within one or three days from such appointment or the disclosure of the facts and circumstances by the emergency arbitrator.

5. No Strict Requirement for a Formal Hearing

The international EA rules provide wide discretion to the emergency arbitrator with respect to the manner in which the proceedings have to be conducted. The main consideration that the emergency arbitrator has to keep in mind is the requirement for an expedited resolution of the claims. In light of the same, though the emergency arbitrator has to provide a reasonable opportunity to be heard, in the interest of expediency, the EA rules specifically provide that virtual hearings through tele or video conferencing or proceedings based only on the documents presented can act as alternatives to the requirement of a formal hearing.\textsuperscript{188}

The provision for document only proceedings is in contrast to the general rule where such proceedings can only take place if the parties have agreed to the same or no party

\textsuperscript{186} Id.

\textsuperscript{187} The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 5; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 9.7; The HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Cl. 7 read with Art. 11.4; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Appendix V, Art. 2(5) read with Art. 2(4); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Art. 18(2); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 12(2); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 3(2).

\textsuperscript{188} The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 7; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 5.4; The HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Cl. 10; MOSER & BAO, supra note 172, at 140; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Appendix V, Art. 5(2); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Art. 7 read with Art. 23(1); RAGNVALDSSON supra note 177, at 193; The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(6); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 5(1).
has requested for a hearing. It is important to mention that such measures of documents only proceeding for an EA process should only be taken by the emergency arbitrator in exceptional circumstances and not as a matter of rule.

6. Availability of Parallel Domestic Court Proceedings

The EA mechanism present under the various rules does not act as a substitute to the right of the parties to approach any judicial authority having jurisdiction to hear an interim relief application by the concerned party. As discussed before, the EA process is a parallel mechanism to the process of adjudicating interim relief present under a domestic court, despite possessing certain inherent advantages.

In light of the same, the international rules specifically state that the parties are free to approach a domestic court for such emergency relief even during an ongoing EA proceeding before an emergency arbitrator.

7. Power of the Emergency Arbitrator to Adjudicate on Issues Arising out of an Arbitration Agreement

The emergency arbitrator is considered by the EA rules to possess the same power as a regular arbitrator to adjudicate on disputes and issues arising out of an arbitration agreement. Thereby, the international EA rules specifically state that the emergency arbitrator shall themself determine issues regarding jurisdiction such as arbitrability of a dispute, validity of the arbitration agreement and other issues that arise out of an arbitration agreement. Such a provision, in the EA context, also reinforces the principle of kompetenz-kompetenz, which deals with the power of an arbitral tribunal to determine its own jurisdiction.

8. Authority of the Emergency Arbitrator to make ‘Necessary’ Decisions

The international EA rules uniformly provide the emergency arbitrators with the power and discretion to make any necessary decision and grant any necessary relief to the parties. This results in the emergency arbitrator not being confined to a specific jurisprudence of a legal system in determining the order, unlike the domestic courts. Further implications of such a provision are discussed subsequently in Part VI.

---

191 The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 13; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 9.8; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Cl. 10; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 29(4); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 7; The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(7); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 6(2).
193 The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 8; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 9.8; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Art. 23.2; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 29(4); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 37(1) read with Appendix II, Art. 1(2); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(7); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 6(1).
9. Emergency Arbitrator’s Discretion to State only Brief Reasons

It can be observed that the EA rules specifically provide emergency arbitrators with the option to state reasons for the final EA order in a brief manner.\(^{194}\) This is in contrast to the general rule where the arbitral tribunal has to provide detailed reasons for the determinations of the issues.\(^{195}\)

10. No Right to Appeal the EA Order

The international EA rules explicitly bind the parties to the EA order that is determined by the emergency arbitrator.\(^{196}\) Herein, the parties are prohibited from appealing or reviewing the EA order before a domestic court or any other judicial authority.\(^{197}\) The parties are mandated by the rules to carry out the order in an expedited manner.

11. Emergency Arbitrator to not act as an Arbitrator in Future Arbitration Regarding the Dispute

It can be observed that the international rules explicitly prohibit the emergency arbitrator from being a member of the arbitral tribunal in any future arbitration regarding the concerned dispute between the parties.\(^{198}\) Such an automatic bar is unique to the EA mechanism. However, it is important to note that parties are free to agree to have the same emergency arbitrator as an arbitrator in future proceedings.\(^{199}\) This may be inspired due to the professional functioning of the arbitrator, prior understanding of the issues, or any other factor that the parties may deem important and relevant.\(^{200}\)

12. Arbitral Tribunal has the Authority to Review the EA Order

The arbitral tribunal, upon its constitution, is granted the discretion to vary, confirm, suspend, or discharge the EA order.\(^{201}\) This highlights the temporary nature of an EA order. Such a measure can be taken by the tribunal upon its own volition or at the request of the party. If the arbitral tribunal confirms the EA order, the order becomes final in nature.
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\(^{194}\) The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 8; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 9.8; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Cl. 14(b); The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 6(4); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 8(1); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(7); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 6(2).

\(^{195}\) See The SIAC Rules, 2016, Rule 32.4, the ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 32(2), and the HKIAC Administered Arbitration Rules, Art. 35(4).

\(^{196}\) The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 10; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 26.8; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Cl. 16 read with Art. 35.3; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 29(4); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 9(3); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 16(1); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 23(2).

\(^{197}\) \textit{Id.}

\(^{198}\) The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 6; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 9.4; Scherer, \textit{supra} note 39, at 8; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Schedule 4, Cl. 19; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 2(6); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 4(4); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(11); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 3(8).

\(^{199}\) \textit{Id.}

\(^{200}\) MOSER & BAO, \textit{supra} note 172, at 132.

\(^{201}\) The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 10; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 9.11; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Art. 23.5; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 29(3); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 9(1), Art. 9(5); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(8); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 6(4) read with Art. 6(6).
The arbitral tribunal, due to the availability of more time, has the chance to review the case in a more detailed manner than the emergency arbitrator. The tribunal can attain a more proper understanding of the issues and may discover that the emergency arbitrator’s decision should not be upheld, either partially or wholly. Therefore, the arbitral tribunal is situated better to determine the relief granted by the emergency arbitrator.

Further, the arbitral tribunal may be inclined to review the EA order if one of the parties, due to the speediness of the EA proceedings, was not provided with a full chance to put forth their case before the emergency arbitrator. Moreover, factual or legal circumstances may emerge subsequent to the EA proceedings, which the emergency arbitrator could not take into account. Thus, the arbitral tribunal may make a reviewed decision based on such new facts and legal elements and vary, suspend, or discharge the EA order.

13. The Emergency Arbitrator is Permitted to Amend the EA Order

The international EA rules also enable the emergency arbitrators to modify or vacate the EA order issued by them. Such an amendment can be made by the emergency arbitrator upon any party showcasing a good cause. This essential feature also reflects the temporary nature of the EA orders.

However, such powers to amend the EA order by the emergency arbitrator only last till the formation of the arbitral tribunal. Therefore, the emergency arbitrator can only amend or vacate the order after they have delivered it, but before the constitution of the arbitral tribunal. After the arbitral tribunal has been constituted, the power to amend or vacate the EA order lies with the tribunal itself, as discussed above.

14. The EA Order Ceases to be Binding after a Certain Period

It can be noticed that the international EA rules generally provide for a specific period after which the EA order shall automatically cease to be binding if the arbitral tribunal has not been constituted. Therefore, in case the parties fail to constitute the arbitral tribunal within the respective period, the EA order shall cease to have any effect forthwith.

15. The Emergency Arbitrator has the Authority to Apportion the Costs

Under the various international EA rules, the emergency arbitrator has the primary responsibility to apportion the costs of the EA proceedings between the parties.
However, the same is always subject to review by the arbitral tribunal, which may amend the costs apportioned.

16. The Emergency Arbitrator is Permitted to Obtain Security from the Applicant

The international EA rules provide for a mechanism to attain security from the party which seeks the emergency relief.\textsuperscript{209} Such powers are similar to the ones granted to the arbitral tribunal to obtain security for the legal costs awarded by it.\textsuperscript{210} The UNCITRAL Model Law also provides similar powers to an arbitral tribunal to impose security while granting interim measures.\textsuperscript{211}

This provision works in conjunction with the powers of the arbitral tribunal and the emergency arbitrator to vary and vacate the EA order. Therefore, after the security has been attained, the emergency arbitrator or the arbitral tribunal can utilise it for compensating the opposite party.

17. Provision for an Opt-Out Mechanism

It can be observed that the international EA rules generally provide for a specific opt-out mechanism for the parties.\textsuperscript{212} Such a mechanism provides an option to the parties to, through agreement, avoid the application of the EA rules and the proceedings. This instead implies that in case the parties do not opt-out of the EA mechanism, they are assumed to have agreed to be bound by the relevant EA rules.

V. REVIEW OF THE DOMESTIC RULES ON EMERGENCY ARBITRATION

This part focuses on the compliances and the non-compliances of the domestic EA rules with the identified key features in Part IV. While Part V.A will highlight the compliances, Part V.B shall identify the lacunae and shortfalls present under the domestic EA rules. Seven domestic institutions were identified for the purpose of this study, which includes the MCIA, NDIAC, ICA, MHCAC, NPAC, BIMACC, and IIAM.

Factors such as the prominence, credibility, and popularity of the domestic institutions were considered to include the aforesaid institutions for this study. For instance, MCIA, which was set up in 2016 in order to bridge the gap in the Indian market for credible and experienced arbitration institutions,\textsuperscript{213} has attracted several notable international arbitration practitioners, and its rules are opined to reflect the international best practices.\textsuperscript{214} It is now the

\textsuperscript{209} The SIAC Rules, 2016, Schedule 1, Cl. 11; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 25.1; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Art. 23.6; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Appendix V, Art. 6(7); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Art. 37(2); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 29(2); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Appendix III, Art. 5(2).


\textsuperscript{211} UNCITRAL Model Law, supra note 52, at Art. 17-E.

\textsuperscript{212} The SIAC Rules, 2016, Rule 1.1; The LCIA Rules, 2020, Art. 9.16; The HKIAC Administered Rules, 2018, Art. 1.3; The ICC Arbitration Rules, 2021, Art. 29(6); The SCC Arbitration Rules, 2017, Appendix II, Art. 1(1); The Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, 2021, Art. 43(1); The CIETAC Arbitration Rules, 2015, Art. 77(2).


\textsuperscript{214} Ashutosh Ray, Interview with Our Editors: Mapping India’s Institutional Arbitration Journey with Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration, KLUWER ARBITRATION BLOG, February 19, 2021, available at http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2021/02/19/interviews-with-our-editors-mapping-indias-
most prominent Indian institution and is a growing hub in arbitration for both Indian and foreign corporations. In the recent Annual Report for 2020, MCIA recorded a 150% increase in the total number of cases administered by the institution. Similarly, NDIAC was set up in 2009 to facilitate and encourage institutional arbitration for the resolution of disputes. Annexed with the Delhi High Court, it is the first arbitration institution that is felicitated by a High Court in India.

NDIAC has witnessed exponential growth over the years, with the number of referred cases increasing drastically from three in 2009 to 2338 in 2018. Recognising this increasing role of NDIAC as a hub of arbitration, the New Delhi International Arbitration Centre Act, 2019, was passed by the Parliament, which established NDIAC as an institute of national importance. More recently, Law Minister Kiren Rijiju backed NDIAC to promote India as a hub of international arbitration and reduce litigation in the country.

The ICA was established in 1965 under the aegis of the government of India. Being a prominent institution in the Asia-Pacific region, ICA handles over 400 domestic as well as international disputes each year. NPAC, established in 2005 and located in Chennai, consists of various distinguished members and arbitrators and has become a pioneer in institutional arbitration in India. Having adopted some of the best international practices, the institute has become an increasingly popular and preferred location for arbitration. On the other hand, IIAM is a non-profit organisation that started functioning


The New Delhi International Arbitration Centre Act, 2019, §4(1).


from 2001. Over the years, the institution has become a pioneer in administering and facilitating dispute resolution services, including international as well as domestic arbitration. The institute consists of notable personalities as its members and arbitration and is also one of the few arbitration institutes to be recognised by the Department of Justice. Correspondingly, MHCAC and BIMACC also facilitate arbitration for international and domestic disputes in the country.

A. COMPLIANCES TO THE KEY FEATURES

All domestic EA rules permit parties, in urgent situations, to present an application stipulating the nature of the relief, the grounds for such relief, and proof of notification to the other parties. However, only the IIAM Arbitration Rules, 2021 (‘IIAM Rules’) provide an appropriate period of three days, which includes non-business days, for the determination of this application and the subsequent appointment of the emergency arbitrator. Further, for challenging such an appointment also, only the IIAM Rules provide an appropriate period of three days. The time period for determining the claim and issuing an EA order under the Arbitration Rules of the Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration, 2016 (‘MCIA Rules’) and IIAM Rules are fourteen days and seven days, respectively. These deadlines are suitable for their mechanism and in consonance with the key feature with respect to an expedited EA process.

Furthermore, most rules provide liberty to the emergency arbitrator to conduct the proceedings through virtual mode – video or teleconferencing – or only on the basis of documents. The NDIAC (Arbitration Proceedings) Rules, 2018 (‘NDIAC Rules’), MCIA and IIAM Rules permit the emergency arbitrator to state only brief reasons for the EA order.

---

233 Id., Schedule-2, §3(a).
234 Id., Schedule-2, §4(a).
236 The IIAM Arbitration Rules, 2021, Schedule-2, §7(a).
The right to appeal such EA orders is also curtailed under certain rules.\textsuperscript{239} However, only the IIAM Rules provide for a special process to determine the seat of the arbitration, in the absence of an express agreement, during an EA proceeding.\textsuperscript{240}

The express delineation of the power of the emergency arbitrator to adjudicate on disputes arising out of an arbitration agreement is provided by certain domestic EA rules.\textsuperscript{241} Similarly, the duty of disclosure on the emergency arbitrator of facts and circumstances that may affect their impartiality or independence is delineated under such rules.\textsuperscript{242} Emergency arbitrators are also provided with the power to make any 'necessary' decision under the EA order.\textsuperscript{243} Most domestic EA rules prohibit the emergency arbitrators from participating as an arbitrator in any future arbitration regarding the dispute unless agreed by the parties.\textsuperscript{244} A few rules also permit the emergency arbitrator to obtain security from the applicant for the EA order.\textsuperscript{245} On the other hand, the authority of such arbitrator to apportion costs for the EA proceedings is present in a majority of the domestic rules.\textsuperscript{246}

The domestic EA rules, namely the MHCAC (Internal Management) Rules, 2017 (‘MHCAC Rules’), Rules of Arbitration for NPAC, 2005 (‘NPAC Rules’), BIMACC Institutional Arbitration Rules, 2013 (‘BIMACC Rules’), MCIA and IIAM Rules, provide the powers to the emergency arbitrator to vary or vacate the EA order.\textsuperscript{247} All domestic EA rules permit the arbitral tribunal to confirm, vary, revoke, or vacate the EA order.\textsuperscript{248} Further, the EA order also ceases to be binding, without the formation of the arbitral tribunal, after a period of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{240} The Arbitration Rules of the Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration, 2016, Rule 14.5; The MHCAC (Internal Management) Rules, 2017, Rule 19(1)(f); Rule of Arbitration for NPAC, 2005, Rule 20(A)(v); The BIMACC Institutional Arbitration Rules, 2013, Rule 35.05; The IIAM Arbitration Rules, 2021, Schedule-2, §6(c).
\item \textsuperscript{244} The Arbitration Rules of the Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration, 2016, Rule 14.10; The MHCAC (Internal Management) Rules, 2017, Rule 19(1)(i); The IIAM Arbitration Rules, 2021, Schedule-2, §7(d).
\item \textsuperscript{246} The Arbitration Rules of the Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration, 2016, Rule 14.7; The MHCAC (Internal Management) Rules, 2017, Rule 19(1)(g); Rule of Arbitration for NPAC, 2005, Rule 20(A)(vi); The BIMACC Institutional Arbitration Rules, 2013, Rule 35.07; The IIAM Arbitration Rules, 2021, Schedule-2, §7(e).
\end{itemize}
ninety\textsuperscript{249} or sixty days,\textsuperscript{250} under some rules. However, only the IIAM Rules allow a parallel option to the parties to approach a judicial authority for interim measures.\textsuperscript{251}

\section*{B. LACUNAE UNDER THE DOMESTIC RULES}

There are various noticeable lacunae and non-compliances to the international key features under the domestic EA rules. The absence of an opt-out mechanism for the parties is one such shortcoming that is present across all domestic rules. Another widely existing shortcoming is the non-inclusion of non-business days under the deadlines for determining the application and appointment of the emergency arbitrator, challenging such appointment, and forming a schedule for the EA proceeding.\textsuperscript{252} Other deficiencies under the domestic EA mechanism are discussed separately hereinafter.

\subsection*{1. MUMBAI CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION}

The MCIA Rules do not provide a special procedure for the determination of the seat of arbitration. Further, they are also silent on the expedited formation of a timeline or a schedule by the emergency arbitrator, the right of the parties to avail parallel domestic court remedies, and a period after which an EA order ceases to be binding.

\subsection*{2. NEW DELHI INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION CENTRE}

The entire process from appointment to the delivery of the order has to be completed within seven days under the NDIAC Rules.\textsuperscript{253} The same is opined to be unsuited for the said rules, and the reasons for the same are discussed in Part VI. The NDIAC Rules also do not provide for a special procedure for the determination of the seat of arbitration and the parallel right of the parties to approach the domestic courts. They do not enable written submissions, and video conferences as alternatives to an in-person hearing, and the emergency arbitrator is not provided with the powers to conduct the proceedings as per their discretion.

Further, they neither provide power to the emergency arbitrator to rule on procedural issues such as jurisdiction nor modify the EA order. The powers of an emergency arbitrator to apportion the costs and obtain security from the party claiming the relief are also absent under the NDIAC Rules. Lastly, they do not limit the option of appeal and review of the EA order in a domestic court by a losing party.

\subsection*{3. INDIAN COUNCIL OF ARBITRATION}

The ICA’s Rules of Domestic Commercial Arbitration, 2016 (‘ICA Rules’) fall short on several avenues. The said rules provide a seven day window for the party to submit the fees from the date of making the application.\textsuperscript{254} Thereafter, the appointment of an

\textsuperscript{251} The IIAM Arbitration Rules, 2021, Schedule-2, §11(b).
\textsuperscript{254} The ICA’s Rules of Domestic Commercial Arbitration, 2016, Rule 57(b)(c).
emergency arbitrator takes place within seven days of the receipt of such fees. This period is fairly long.

The ICA Rules do not provide for disclosure of independence and impartiality by an emergency arbitrator, challenge by parties to the appointment of such arbitrator, or a special seat determination process. Further, though they specify that the powers of an emergency arbitrator shall cease after the order is made, it does not stipulate whether such person can act as an arbitrator in a future arbitration regarding the disputes. The same has the potential to adversely impact the impartiality and independence of the review of the EA order by the arbitral tribunal subsequently.

The concerned rules also do not provide for alternatives to in-person hearings and do not grant powers to the emergency arbitrator to conduct the proceedings as per their discretion. Further, the availability of parallel domestic court remedies, and a default period for the operation of an EA order without the formation of an arbitral tribunal, are also absent from the ICA Rules. Powers of an emergency arbitrator with respect to determining jurisdictional issues, making ‘necessary’ decisions, stating brief reasons in the order, apportioning costs, and obtaining security from the applicant are lacking under the said rules.

4. **MADRAS HIGH COURT ARBITRATION CENTRE**

The MHCAC Rules do not provide for a special procedure for the determination of the seat of arbitration, a timeframe for rendering the EA order, and the availability of parallel domestic court remedies to the parties. Further, the said rules do not enable the emergency arbitrator to state brief reasons for the EA order.

5. **NANI PALKHIVALA ARBITRATION CENTRE**

The NPAC Rules do not provide for a special procedure for the determination of the seat of arbitration, timeframe for delivering an EA order, and the availability of parallel domestic court remedies to the parties. Further, the powers of the emergency arbitrator to state only brief reasons for the EA order and obtain appropriate security from the applicant are also absent from the NPAC Rules.

6. **BANGALORE INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION, ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION CENTRE**

The BIMACC Rules do not provide for a timeframe for rendering the EA order, special procedure for the determination of the seat of arbitration, and the availability of parallel relief before the domestic court. Moreover, the emergency arbitrator can neither state brief reasons for the EA order nor obtain security from the applicant.

7. **INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ARBITRATION AND MEDIATION**

It can be observed that the IIAM Rules do not mandate the emergency arbitrator to disclose any circumstances that may raise doubts regarding their impartiality, form a schedule for the EA proceedings, and provide power to the emergency arbitrator to make ‘necessary’ decisions. Further, there is no default time period after which the EA order shall cease to be binding under the IIAM Rules.

---
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C. SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

This sub-part provides a tabular summary of the study conducted on the domestic EA rules. The summary highlights the domestic procedure’s compliance as well as non-compliance to the identified key features of the international EA mechanism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Identified Common Features</th>
<th>NDIAC</th>
<th>ICA</th>
<th>MHCAC</th>
<th>MCIA</th>
<th>NPAC</th>
<th>BIMACC</th>
<th>IIAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The EA application shall contain:&lt;br&gt;i. Grounds for emergency relief&lt;br&gt;ii. Nature of the relief&lt;br&gt;iii. Proof of notification to the opposite party</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Expedited process for the determination of disputes, applications and challenges during the EA proceeding</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Special procedure for the determination of the seat of arbitration</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Duty of disclosure with respect to impartiality and independence by the emergency arbitrator</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No strict requirement to hold a formal hearing</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Availability of parallel domestic court remedies</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Power of the emergency arbitrator to make any order that an arbitral tribunal could have made under the arbitration agreement and interpret EA rules</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authority of the emergency arbitrator to make a ‘necessary’ decision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>✅  ❌  ✅  ✅  ✅  ✅  ✅  ✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Permission to state only brief reasons for the EA order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No right to appeal the EA order in a domestic court</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Emergency arbitrator to not act as arbitrator in future arbitral proceedings relating to the dispute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Arbitral tribunal can do vary, confirm, discharge, revoke, or suspend the EA order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>EA order can be amended by the emergency arbitrator before the formation of the arbitral tribunal to correct errors, if any</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>EA order ceases to be binding after a certain period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Emergency arbitrator has the authority to apportion costs, subject to the final determination by the arbitral tribunal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Emergency arbitrator has the power to obtain security from the applicant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Provision for an opt-out mechanism for the parties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS: TOWARDS A ROBUST EMERGENCY ARBITRATION PROCEDURE UNDER THE DOMESTIC RULES

The EA mechanism, despite its many advantages over court-ordered interim measures, is largely underutilised in India. Though the lack of finality on the recognition of the mechanism can be attributed to such a scenario, the establishment of a robust EA mechanism under the various domestic rules can certainly motivate parties to utilise the EA process. This is also in light of the fact that the Indian courts, as well as the government, have been continuously adopting a pro-arbitration approach, and the likelihood of the complete recognition of EA mechanism in the future is therefore high.

Further, provided that the interim orders made by courts under §9 and by the tribunal under §17 of the 1996 Act provide for the same enforcement procedure, upon a definitive recognition of the concept of EA, parties will be greatly tempted to utilise the mechanism due to its numerous advantages highlighted before. Therefore, it becomes imperative to formulate a robust procedure for EA under the domestic rules in order to provide the parties with an efficient resolution to their claims. Accordingly, this part focuses on providing suitable recommendations that can operate as minimum thresholds in order to achieve such robustness under the domestic framework.

A. EXPEDITED PROCESS

An expedited process can be considered as the heart and soul of an EA mechanism. Various provisions under an EA process enable the express determinations of the claims and fast-track the procedure. Parties often solely proceed with the EA process in order

---
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to obtain an expedited order and prevent irreparable harm. For instance, in a case before the LCIA, the dispute arose due to the alleged unlawful termination of an agreement for the distribution of TV rights. The claimant applied for EA explaining that the service under the said agreement shall cease in twenty-seven days which will result in millions of customers of the claimant no longer receiving the live programming. This would ultimately impact the claimant’s reputation and customer relations in an adverse manner. Further, the claimant also alleged that the exclusive rights granted to it under the agreement would no longer be applicable and shall be transferred to its competitors. The LCIA Court, considering such an urgency, granted the emergency application that ultimately resulted in a quick settlement.

Thus, the purpose that EA intends to serve is to protect assets and information that might otherwise be altered, lost, rendered useless, or of less value by one party in order to make arbitration meaningless. Further, applications for EA are only accepted by the arbitral institution in case there exists an emergency that cannot await the formation of the arbitral tribunal. Therefore, it becomes imperative to establish an expedited process under an EA mechanism. In this sub-part, we will focus on the features that expedite the EA process and suggest suitable amendments to the domestic rules that fail to abide by the said features.

1. **Quick Determination of Claims, Applications, Appointment, Challenges, and Establishment of the Schedule**

The recommendations with respect to the deadlines for the determination of the application and the appointment of the emergency arbitrator, challenges to such an appointment, determination of claims, and the establishment of schedule are discussed below.

a. **Determination of Application and Appointment of Emergency Arbitrator**

The application for the EA request and the subsequent appointment of the emergency arbitrator under the international EA rules is conducted within one to three days of the receipt of the application. Under the domestic rules, however, only IIAM appears to adhere to such a timeline by providing three days to determine the application and appoint the emergency arbitrator. On the other hand, compliance under NDIAC, MHCAC, NPAC, and MCIA, can be found to be highly situational and based on the specific case. The reasons for such an assertion are stipulated hereinafter. While MHCAC, NPAC, and MCIA stipulate that the determination of the application and appointment of an EA in one ‘business’ day, NDIAC stipulates a time period of two ‘business’ days.

---
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Business days generally include the period from Monday to Friday and exclude Saturday, Sunday, and any other legal holiday. Moreover, under MCI A and NDIAC, the calculation of any given period under the rules is also done through a specific process. If the date on which the application is received precedes a non-business day, the period commences from the first following business day. Therefore, if an application is received on a Friday, the period shall begin from Monday, which is the first following business day. Further, if the last date of a given period is a non-business day, the period shall extend to the first following business day. Thus, if a given period is ending on a Saturday, the period that ought to have been utilised on the given Saturday shall be utilised on the next Monday instead.

This essentially raises conundrums for an EA application. For instance, if the application is made on a Friday and the period for determination is one business day, the application fulfils both criteria, i.e. the application was submitted before a non-business day, and the period for determining the application shall also end on a non-business day – Saturday. Therefore, the problem arises as to whether the one business day period would ‘commence’ from the next business day, i.e. Monday, or would the remaining period that ought to have been covered on Saturday get ‘extended’ till Monday. Regardless of this vagueness, even if the period terminates on Monday or Tuesday, it can be viewed that the deadline would largely conform to the general three day limit for determining the application and appointment of the arbitrator.

However, this opinion is also situational and depends on the legal holidays and the timing of the application. For instance, NDIAC provides for a period of two business days for appointment, and therefore, applications submitted on a Friday can be expected to take over four to five days to determine. Further, if other legal holidays emerge near the weekends, such as on Monday or Friday, such periods can be further increased. The appointment process can also become lengthier if week-long holidays are placed during festivals.

Facing this problem, the international rules have since omitted the exclusion of non-business days under their respective EA mechanisms. It can be found that the international EA rules plainly mention the phrase ‘day’ or ‘days’ and do not make reference to only business days. For instance, SIAC in 2016, realising such problems caused by the phrase ‘business’ days, amended its provisions and removed the phrase from its EA mechanism. Thus, whereas under the 2010 and 2013 SIAC Rules the appointment had to be done in one ‘business’ day, the 2016 SIAC Rules only provides for “one day”. Such amendment was also performed for other deadlines provided under the EA mechanism, such as the period for challenging the appointment of the emergency arbitrator and the formation of the schedule for the EA proceedings. This was primarily done in order to design an EA procedure that enables a party to quickly obtain a decision.

In light of the aforementioned issues, there is a need to amend the domestic EA rules and omit the usage of the phrase ‘business’ while delineating the deadlines under the EA
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mechanism. Accordingly, under the EA rules of NDIAC, MHCAC, NPAC, and MCIA, the appointment process should be done under a three day period which includes non-business days.

With respect to the determination of application and appointment under BIMACC, the period specified is seven ‘business’ days. On the other hand, ICA provides a seven day period to the claimant after the EA application is made to submit the fees. Following such a period, the determination and appointment of the emergency arbitrator takes place within seven days. This is in contrast to the general practice where the claimant is required to submit the fees along with the application. However, even if the claimant, for its own benefit, submits the fees in an expedited manner, the ICA Rules still provide a seven day period to determine the application and appoint the emergency arbitrator. The same is well beyond the general deadline of three days.

Therefore, the BIMACC and ICA Rules for EA are also suggested to incorporate a mechanism that determines the application and appoints an emergency arbitrator at least within three days, which should include non-business days. The same shall help motivate the institution to review the application in an extremely urgent manner, ultimately resulting in a quicker EA process under the relevant rules.

This is also complemented by the fact that with an almost two-year pandemic break from physical hearings, the area of arbitration has witnessed an increasingly virtual mode of dispute resolution, with hearings, document sharing, case management, and even applications being submitted online. Resultantly, it has lessened the logistical divide between business and non-business days due to the augmented pervasiveness of technology in the arbitration sphere, thereby rendering the said distinction impracticable.

b. Challenges to the Appointment of Emergency Arbitrator

The challenges to the appointment of an emergency arbitrator under the international EA rules is generally done within one to three days of the appointment or the disclosure of facts and circumstances concerning their impartiality or independence. Under the domestic rules, while IIAM provides for a three-day period, other rules such as NDIAC, MHCAC, MCIA, NPAC, and BIMACC, provide for a period of one business day to challenge such an appointment. In such a situation as well, the exclusion of non-business days can greatly affect and increase the time period that is delineated under the said provision.

It is important to note that while the challenge to the appointment of an emergency arbitrator is pending, the EA proceedings still continue. Therefore, it is important to raise such challenges in a time-bound manner in order to render a decision before the EA
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order is passed.\textsuperscript{279} Further, it also prevents the respondent from delaying the EA proceedings by raising trivial challenges to the appointment at any subsequent stage of the proceedings.\textsuperscript{280} Therefore, a short period for raising challenges to the appointment of the emergency arbitrator is imperative for delivering a time-bound EA order.

Accordingly, the time period for challenging the appointment of an emergency arbitrator provided under NDIAC, MHCAC, MCIA, NPAC, and BIMACC should be amended to ensure a three-day deadline that includes non-business days. Lastly, ICA does not provide any mechanism to challenge the appointment of an emergency arbitrator. Even if the general rules under ICA for challenging the appointment of an arbitrator are applied,\textsuperscript{281} the same is unsuitable for an EA proceeding. They do not specify any time period within which such a challenge has been made, and further mandate a halt on the arbitral proceedings till the challenge is determined.\textsuperscript{282} Evidently, this may grant the respondent significant liberty to delay the adjudication of the claims in an EA proceeding. Therefore, we recommend the ICA to devise a specific process for challenging the appointment of the emergency arbitrator, limit the period for challenging to three days, and allow the continuation of the EA proceedings while such a challenge is subsisting.

c. Establishment of a Schedule

The international EA rules generally stipulate the establishment of a schedule by the emergency arbitrator for the EA proceedings within one to three days from their appointment. In contrast, the domestic EA rules consisting of NDIAC, MHCAC, NPAC, and BIMACC, provide for the establishment of the schedule within two ‘business’ days.\textsuperscript{283} Here again, the exclusion of non-business days can result in great delays in the actual deadlines for the establishment of the schedule. Thus, we recommend that the said rules provide a time-bound period of three days that include the non-business days under their deadlines.

On the other hand, ICA, MCIA, and IIAM do not provide any such deadline or obligation on the emergency arbitrator to formulate a schedule within a certain period. The establishment of the schedule at the initial stage of EA proceedings assists in streamlining the EA process, which the parties will have to abide by for a given case.\textsuperscript{284} Its establishment soon after the appointment of the emergency arbitrator helps the parties in attaining a lucid idea of the deadlines for submissions and hearing and prepare accordingly.\textsuperscript{285} It essentially provides parties with more time to prepare for the submissions and hearings, if any.\textsuperscript{286} Therefore, we recommend that the EA rules under ICA, MCIA, and IIAM provide for a period of maximum of three days, including non-business days, within which the emergency arbitrator is bound to establish a schedule for the EA proceedings.
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d. Determination of the Claims

The deadlines for the determination of the claims and the delivery of the EA order by the emergency arbitrator generally ranges from fourteen to fifteen days from the date of appointment under the international EA rules. The SCC Rules provide a highly expedited five-day procedure for the delivery of the EA order.

Only MCIA and IIAM Rules, under the domestic EA Rules, provide a proper time period of fourteen and seven days, respectively, for the delivery of the EA order from the date of appointment. Though NDIAC also provides for a seven day period for the determination of the EA order, the same is opined to be unsuited for the current mechanism due to two reasons. First, the NDIAC Rules contain a strict requirement for hearing with no recourse to document only proceedings. On the other hand, SCC and IIAM, which provide a similar timeline, allow the emergency arbitrator to hold a document only proceeding. Even after such provisions, EA orders under SCC, made frequently through document only proceedings, are majorly delivered within eight days with a median of six and a half days.

Therefore, the SCC Secretariat grants extensions in necessary situations upon reasoned requests or wherever necessary. The reasoned request is made by the emergency arbitrator to the Secretariat, explaining as to why an extension is necessary. Further, the Secretariat can grant extensions out of its own motion without any request from the emergency arbitrator. Thus, this flexibility granted to the extension of such a short time period enables the delivery of an enforceable EA order.

This raises the second concern. The NDIAC Rules do not provide any power to the emergency arbitrator or the arbitral institution to extend the time limit specified for the delivery of an EA order. This can make the decisions rendered after the expiry of seven days vulnerable to attacks by the losing party. The party can argue that the failure to meet the seven-day limit implies that the decision was not rendered in accordance with the parties’ arbitration agreement and is not binding because the emergency arbitrator has essentially become functus officio after the expiry of the period. Therefore, such challenges may render the EA order, delivered after seven days, ultimately unenforceable.

Accordingly, it would be suitable that either the time limit under the NDIAC Rules is extended for the delivery of the EA order, or the strict requirement for hearing is removed, and the emergency arbitrator, as well as the arbitral institution, are granted powers to extend the current seven day period whenever appropriate and necessary. In our opinion, the latter option of increasing the time limit on a case to case basis is preferable since a former option would contradict the general trend towards an expedited EA process. Essentially, increasing the time limit for rendering an EA decision is contrary to the current approach of reducing such deadlines. Further, the option of extension by the arbitrator would provide
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flexibility in a proceeding that may be required in an EA based on the magnitude and circumstances of the case at hand.

However, ICA provides for a period of thirty ‘business’ days from the date of appointment to deliver the EA order. The same carries two concerns. First, the exclusion of non-business days for a period as long as thirty days can result in a significant increase in the actual deadline. This is due to the fact that with a longer period, more weekends and legal vacations will tend to be included in the given timeline. Second, the limit of thirty days itself reflects the old approach of the arbitral institutions and is not in consonance with the current best practices of a fourteen or fifteen-day deadline.

Moreover, MHCAC, NPAC, and BIMACC do not provide any time period within which the EA order has to be delivered. Further, they do not impose the duty on the emergency arbitrator to render the order as soon as possible. This reflects the old approach that was present under the 2013 SIAC Rules. Such an approach can be dangerous as it may permit a party to delay the EA proceedings in order to frustrate the effect of arbitration. Without any obligation to adhere to a deadline, the emergency arbitrator may also find it difficult to not entertain such dilatory tactics. Therefore, a short deadline provides support to the emergency arbitrator in balancing the concerns of due process with the requirement for an expedited decision.

In some cases, it may even motivate the emergency arbitrator to balance such consideration. An emergency arbitrator, due to a conventional mindset, may choose to focus more on the concerns of due process than the requirement of an expedited process. This may result in the ultimate frustration of the relief. Further, a definitive timeline may also provide the applicant with an assurance regarding the delivery of an order within a particular period and incentivise them to utilise the EA mechanism. Therefore, we recommend that the EA rules under MHCAC, NPAC, and BIMACC, stipulate a specific time period of maximum of fifteen days, including non-business days, for the delivery of an EA order by the emergency arbitrator.

However, it is important to remember that such time limits for rendering the EA order should be extendable in necessary circumstances by the emergency arbitrator or the arbitral institution in order to provide flexibility to render an enforceable order. Such necessary circumstances can arise in complex cases that require more detailed analysis by the parties as well as the emergency arbitrator. Additional time may also be required where the respondent is a State or has been unable to retain a counsel.

2. No Strict Requirement for a Formal Hearing

The international EA rules provide the emergency arbitrator with the liberty to conduct the proceedings in any suitable manner, which includes the ability to conduct a virtual hearing through video or teleconference or document-only proceedings. Therefore, they do not require a strict formal hearing in an EA proceeding.

Under the domestic EA rules, the NDIAC and ICA Rules do not provide such wide discretion to the emergency arbitrator. Such an express delineation permits the emergency arbitrator to conduct the proceedings in any suitable manner, which includes the ability to conduct a virtual hearing through video or teleconference or document-only proceedings. Therefore, they do not require a strict formal hearing in an EA proceeding.
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arbitrator to attain flexibility in the conduct of the EA proceedings. The alternative option of virtual hearings through tele or video conferencing may especially be required in unforeseen circumstances such as the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Further, an emergency arbitrator may be required to deliver the EA order only based on the documents in certain complex cases or where a hearing cannot be scheduled due to the dilatory tactics of a party. In the absence of a clear provision on the same, it may be difficult for the emergency arbitrator to resort to such alternatives, especially documents-only proceedings, due to the risks regarding enforceability over issues concerning due process. Therefore, the express reference to such a wide discretion provides support to the emergency arbitrator to adopt flexible approaches for an EA proceeding.

However, it is important to note that the emergency arbitrator must provide a reasonable opportunity to be heard to the parties. This norm is also present under §18 of the 1996 Act and Article 18 of the UNCITRAL Model Law and therefore is a cardinal principle under arbitration law. In other words, document-only proceedings must only be made in exceptional cases and keeping in mind the time constraint in a case. The EA proceedings must be conducted in a highly efficient manner and in accordance with due process. Non-adherence to the requirement of due process can raise enforceability challenges to the final EA decision. For instance, Article V(1)(b) of the New York Convention contains the ground for refusing enforcement when the due process requirements have not been adhered to. Courts have interpreted that the same extends to providing a meaningful opportunity to the parties to present their case.

Thus, the emergency arbitrator ought to balance the urgency of the EA proceedings and the parties’ due process rights. Further, the EA order is always subject to review by the arbitral tribunal. Therefore, if an opportunity for a hearing is not granted by the emergency arbitrator, the same may act as a consideration by the arbitral tribunal while reviewing the EA order.

Accordingly, we recommend that the EA rules under NDIAC and ICA are amended in order to provide alternatives to the emergency arbitrator to conduct the proceedings through virtual or document only mode, as opposed to the requirement of a formal in-person hearing.

3. PERMISSION TO STATE ONLY SUMMARY REASONS FOR THE EMERGENCY ORDER

The international EA rules provide an option to the emergency arbitrator to state only brief or summary reasons for the final EA order. In contrast, in India three institutional rules, namely the NDIAC, MCIA, and the IIAM Rules, provide a similar provision. The
ICA, MHCAC, NPAC, and BIMACC Rules, do not provide for any such option to the emergency arbitrator while rendering the EA order.

Such an option enables the emergency arbitrator to issue a quick EA order in light of the limited time that may be available in an EA process. Writing a detailed order, especially in complex issues, can range to various pages and may consume precious time.\textsuperscript{314} This may ultimately result in a delay even when the entire procedure for submissions and hearing was expedited. Further, the express delineation of the powers of the emergency arbitrator to state only summary reasons is important in order to avoid challenges by the losing party regarding the lack of detailed rationales in an order, which may threaten its enforceability.\textsuperscript{315} In the absence of an express permission, the claimant may find it difficult to justify the measures taken by the emergency arbitrator to state only summary reasons.

Moreover, given that the EA order is not final and subject to review by the arbitral tribunal and security can be obtained for it, providing only brief summary reasons are unlikely to have any adverse effects on the rights and obligations of the parties.\textsuperscript{316} Accordingly, we recommend that ICA, MHCAC, NPAC, and BIMACC, explicitly permit their emergency arbitrators to state only summary reasons for the EA order.

4. **NO RIGHT TO APPEAL AN EMERGENCY ORDER**

The international EA rules uniformly delineate the EA order to be binding on the parties for the relevant time period. The term ‘binding’ is interpreted to mean that the decision is no longer open to ordinary means of recourse, such as an appeal before a judicial authority.\textsuperscript{317} Therefore, the parties are presumed to have contractually agreed to waive their right to appeal such an order. Such a mandate prevents the losing party from utilising the typically lengthy and slow process of appeal and avoiding enforcement of an EA order.\textsuperscript{318}

The domestic rules also largely conform to this core feature. However, a particular set of rules, namely the NDIAC Rules, do not provide for the EA order to be binding on the parties. Thereby this leaves the option to the losing party to appeal the resulting EA order. EA orders, as explained earlier,\textsuperscript{319} are recognised in India under §17 of the 1996 Act as interim measures ordered by an arbitral tribunal. As per §37(2)(b) of the 1996 Act, such orders under §17 can be appealed before the court that is authorised to hear the appeal from the original decrees, i.e. the court of first appeal.\textsuperscript{320} Hence, this brings into play the CPC. §96 read with Order XLI largely provides for the mechanism for first appeal under the CPC.\textsuperscript{321} While §96 generally states that an appeal shall lie from an original decree, Order XLI provides for the procedure implemented for such an appeal.

The party challenging the order has to present a memorandum comprising the grounds of objections along with a copy of the order.\textsuperscript{322} The limitation period for filing such a challenge before a civil court is thirty days, and for a High Court is ninety days from the
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delivery of the order as per the Limitation Act, 1963. However, a delay can also be condoned by the court in appropriate circumstances. For an order appealed as per §37 of the 1996 Act, the Indian courts generally grant a grace period of thirty more days. Further, the appellate court is also competent to provide a stay to the execution of the order in case sufficient cause is shown. The losing party can thus obtain a stay on the execution of the EA order while the proceedings for the appeal continue.

A formal hearing has to be conducted by the appellate court in order to adjudicate the appeal. The said court is provided with a sixty-day period to conclude the hearings. This is significantly larger from the overall period of fourteen to fifteen days provided for the delivery of the EA order itself. Moreover, summons for proceedings are issued to the respondent, following which the respondent has to furnish a memorandum stating the counterclaims. The appellate court also has the power to take additional evidence from the parties for determining the claims. It has to place its findings and evidence it has considered on record. The parties here have the opportunity to file objections through a memorandum to any finding or evidence placed on record. The appellate court fixes a period for presenting such a memorandum, and after the objections are resolved the court proceeds to determine the appeal. Therefore, the appellate, who may wish to further delay the execution of the EA order, can file objections merely to extend the pronouncement of the judgment by the appellate court.

The judgment can be pronounced after all hearings are completed either at once or at any future date which the court may determine. The appellate court has wide powers to confirm, vary, or reverse the order that was appealed with appropriate reasons. Moreover, the appellate courts are also required to provide a thorough examination in their judgment. The appellate court must properly appreciate all the facts and evidence presented before it. It has to formulate an independent assessment of the relevant evidence, consider the relevant points that arise during the adjudication, and analyse the effect of the evidence on such points. The appellate court cannot provide a general expression of concurrence with the previous order, and the relevant considerations are ought to be discussed in detail. Therefore, the judgment of the appellate court must be as detailed as possible and cannot be in a summary form.

It can be concluded that the whole appeal process provided under the 1996 Act and the CPC is laxative in nature. The losing party that may wish to delay the enforcement of an order can easily file an appeal, obtain a stay, and delay the proceedings through numerous
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objections during the proceedings. Further, the procedure also does not mandate the appellate court to act in an expeditious manner suitable for emergency relief. The said court is granted a sixty-day period for hearing itself, mandated to place all evidence and facts on record and invite objections to the same, and also required to state detailed reasons and analysis of the evidence and facts in its judgment.

Thus, the appeal process under the 1996 Act and the CPC is highly unsuitable for urgent relief where time is of great essence. The resort to such a slow mechanism would, in all likelihood, result in the delay of the ultimate execution of the order and frustrate the purpose of an expedited EA proceeding. Accordingly, we recommend that the NDIAC Rules explicitly provide the EA order to be binding to the parties with no resort to an appellate mechanism before a judicial authority.

5. SPECIAL PROCEDURE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE SEAT OF ARBITRATION

The international EA rules, as highlighted before, provide for a specific process for determining the seat of the arbitration during an EA proceeding. In the absence of an express agreement, the rules either provide the domicile of the institution as the automatic seat, or require the Secretariat or President of the institution to determine the seat, who also often determine the domicile as the seat. This ultimately prevents the utilisation of the crucial time of the emergency arbitrator in determining such complex challenges.340

In contrast, under the domestic EA rules, only IIAM provides for such a special procedure for the determination of the seat of arbitration. Under the said rules, in the absence of an express agreement, the seat of arbitration shall automatically be the place where the concerned arbitration agreement was executed.341 The non-availability of a similar procedure under the EA rules can have ramifications on the expedited nature of the EA proceedings, especially in India. The test to determine the seat of arbitration in the absence of an ascertainable express agreement is famously unclear in India.342

In Union of India v. Hardy Exploration and Production,343 (‘Hardy’) a three-judge bench of the Supreme Court opined that the choice of Kuala Lumpur as the venue for the arbitration proceedings did not imply that the place would automatically become the seat of arbitration.344 It held that the venue by itself cannot become the seat of the arbitration and would require some additional factors in order to delineate it as the seat.345 However, it did not engage in explaining or delineating such factors.

Subsequently, in BGS SGS Soma v. NHPC,346 (‘BGS Soma’) another three-judge bench of the Supreme Court provided a test contrary to the principles laid down in Hardy.
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The Court delivered a ‘bright-line’ test containing five considerations for determining when a chosen venue can be treated as a seat of arbitration. These considerations include the usage of phrases such as ‘arbitration proceedings’ and ‘proceedings shall be held’ to transform a venue into a seat of arbitration. However, the above considerations are subject to the absence of a “significant contrary indicia” which suggests that the given place would merely remain the venue and not the seat of arbitration.\(^{347}\)

The aforesaid bright-line test laid down in BGS Soma is diametrically opposed to the principle identified in Hardy. If this test were to be applied to the facts of Hardy, Kuala Lumpur would unequivocally be regarded as the seat of arbitration chosen by the parties. This is because it stipulated Kuala Lumpur as the venue for ‘arbitration proceedings’, which would fit the first prong of the bright-line test in BGS Soma. Subsequently, different High Courts and smaller Supreme Court benches have relied on both Hardy\(^{348}\) and BGS Soma\(^{349}\) raising doubts regarding the correct position of law.

It can be noticed that the proper tests and factors that ought to be applied to determine the seat of arbitration remain highly debatable and unclear. The practice of the courts is inconsistent and unreliable in this regard. Therefore, determining the issue regarding the choice of the seat by the parties can be both extremely time consuming and expensive.\(^{350}\)

Accordingly, in order to avoid such a hassle in EA proceedings where time is of the utmost essence, there is a requirement for a special procedure to determine the seat of arbitration. Thus, the EA rules of NDIAC, MCIA, MHCAC, ICA, BIMACC, and NPAC, should incorporate a default process to expressly determine the seat of arbitration in EA proceedings. The rules can, in the absence of an express agreement, either provide the respective institution’s domicile as the automatic seat or require their respective Secretariat or President to determine the same.

It is, however, important to note that the Secretariat or President, while making such determination can instead of applying the general law, take into consideration factors more suitable for an EA proceedings.\(^{351}\) Such factors may include whether the law of the seat permits EA and allows enforcement of EA orders.\(^{352}\) This default rule may now become more important since Indian parties, to which the domestic rules primarily serve, are now permitted to choose a foreign seat of arbitration.\(^{353}\) Therefore, Indian parties, even in domestic commercial arbitration where there is an absence of foreign parties, have the freedom to choose other international legal frameworks as the seat of arbitration. Thus, this can result in the interplay of different legal systems in a single arbitration and raise more complexities as to the choice of the seat.

Hence, it is necessary to provide a quick procedure to determine the seat of arbitration under the domestic EA rules. Further, given that the arbitral tribunal is not bound
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by such a determination if the seat of arbitration is found to be a different place as ascertained by the emergency arbitrator and the same affect the appropriateness of the EA order, the arbitral tribunal is at liberty to suitably amend or revoke the said order.354

**B. PROPER DELINEATION OF POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE EMERGENCY ARBITRATOR**

The delineation of the proper powers and duties of the emergency arbitrator is important to conduct the EA process in a fair manner, deter dilatory tactics by the respondent, and also prevent the claimant from misusing the EA mechanism. In the absence of an express delineation of such powers and duties, it may be difficult for the emergency arbitrator to justify their actions, and also for the parties to ensure that the said arbitrator acts in a fair and just manner.

1. **POWER TO ADJUDICATE ON DISPUTES ARISING OUT OF THE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT**

The international EA rules specify the powers of the emergency arbitrator to adjudicate on disputes arising out of the arbitration agreement. Under the domestic EA rules, MHCAC, MCIA, NPAC, BIMACC, and IIAM Rules, also provide for such powers.355 However, the NDIAC and ICA Rules remain silent in this regard.

Various issues, largely consisting of jurisdictional disputes, can arise out of the arbitration agreement such as third-party rights, arbitrability of a dispute, validity or existence of the arbitration agreement, and the applicability of the EA procedure.356 The express delineation of the powers to adjudicate such disputes are intended to avoid any attempt by a respondent to adopt dilatory tactics and initiate court challenges regarding the jurisdiction of the emergency arbitrator.357 This is in light of the fact that the EA process does not act as a substitute to court measures, and parallel court relief is permitted under the EA rules, as highlighted earlier. Such challenges by the respondent may instead result in the delay of the proceedings, disclosure of confidential information, which would undermine the authority of the emergency arbitrator and the principle of *kompetenz-kompetenz*.358

It is also feared that a claimant may take advantage of the short time available for assessing the application and include a party without proper basis for jurisdiction with the intention to make it a party during the merits proceedings.359 Thus, it is important for the emergency arbitrator to affirm their jurisdiction to stop such attempts at an early stage.

Therefore, it becomes imperative to delineate such powers of the emergency arbitrator to determine issues that arise out of the arbitration agreement. Thus, we recommend that the NDIAC and ICA EA rules adopt a similar approach and explicitly grant powers to the emergency arbitrator to determine jurisdictional issues. However, it is important to remember that such decisions on jurisdictions do not bind the arbitral tribunal, which can vary the EA order accordingly.
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2. DUTY OF DISCLOSURE REGARDING IMPARTIALITY OR INDEPENDENCE

The duty of disclosure of facts and circumstances before appointment that may affect the impartiality or independence of the emergency arbitrator is universally present across the international EA rules. In contrast, two domestic rules, namely IIAM and ICA Rules, do not provide for such an obligation on the emergency arbitrator.

Arbitration acts as an alternative dispute resolution mechanism and is governed by the prevailing principles of due process that ensures a certain level of justice and fair and equal treatment of the parties.\(^{360}\) Undeniably, disclosures regarding impartiality and independence from one of the basic features of any arbitration in order to adhere to these principles of natural justice.\(^{361}\) Such disclosures generally include any direct or indirect, past or present relationship with any party, counsel, subject-matter and outcome of arbitration, whether financial, professional or any other kind, that raises any actual or potential conflicts of interests.\(^{362}\)

Thus, there is a clear need to implement specific provisions under the IIAM and ICA Rules in order to impose a duty of disclosure on the emergency arbitrator. Though it may be argued that the general rules under IIAM and ICA, which provide for such a disclosure, can be applied in the interest of justice to cover such a gap, it is always beneficial to provide an express provision regarding the same. This will, in turn, avoid redundant disputes regarding the existence of such obligations and save crucial time in an EA proceeding. Moreover, given that ICA currently does not provide a suitable mechanism to challenge the appointment of an emergency arbitrator, as showcased earlier, it becomes even more important to impose such an obligation on the said arbitrator.

Though the 1996 Act provides statutory backing with respect to this disclosure regarding impartiality and independence, a specific reference to the same under the EA rules would augment the support for the claims. The statutory requirement acts as a general guideline and would require different stages, such as interpreting the phrase arbitrator wide enough to incorporate emergency arbitrators. The same could again mount challenges from the opposing party and further delay the process. Thus, a specific reference under the EA rules with respect to the duty to disclose would act more efficiently to challenge the appointment. Accordingly, both IIAM and ICA should specify, under their respective EA rules, a duty on the emergency arbitrator to disclose any facts or circumstances that may affect their impartiality or independence and create any conflict of interest with any party.

3. AUTHORITY TO MAKE ‘NECESSARY’ DECISIONS

The authority of the emergency arbitrator to make any ‘necessary’ decision under an EA order is a key feature present under international EA rules. The domestic EA rules such as NDIAC, MHCAC, MCIA, NPAC, and BIMACC Rules also provide such authority to
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the emergency arbitrator.\textsuperscript{363} The ICA and IIAM EA rules, however, do not grant the emergency arbitrator such an authority.

Such an express determination to grant any ‘necessary’ relief does not constrain the emergency arbitrator to a specific national legal system that may ordinarily be utilised by a judicial authority while considering interim relief applications.\textsuperscript{364} Thus, it allows and enables the emergency arbitrator to render any decision that it may deem necessary and be guided by the general principles of arbitration.\textsuperscript{365} In practice, this implies that the emergency arbitrator will be able to factor more considerations than a domestic court while delivering the interim relief.\textsuperscript{366} In the absence of such an express delineation, it will be difficult for the emergency arbitrator to render any necessary relief, and the EA order is likely to face enforcement concerns on account of the said arbitrator exceeding its mandate and going beyond the agreement between the parties.

Therefore, in order to make EA more attractive than judicial measures and grant emergency arbitrators the required powers, we recommend that the EA rules of IIAM and ICA be amended and grant explicit powers to the emergency arbitrator to order any ‘necessary’ relief.

4. EMERGENCY ARBITRATOR TO NOT ACT AS AN ARBITRATOR IN FUTURE PROCEEDINGS

The international EA rules prevent the emergency arbitrator from becoming a member of a tribunal in any future arbitration regarding the dispute. The domestic EA rules largely abide by this key feature except for the ICA Rules. Though the ICA Rules stipulate that powers of the emergency arbitrator shall cease after the order is made,\textsuperscript{367} they do not impose any bar on such a person to act as an arbitrator in a future arbitration relating to the disputes.

The policy of preventing the emergency arbitrator from participating in future arbitration regarding the dispute is largely meant to ensure the impartiality of the members of the arbitral tribunal. As discussed before, the arbitral tribunal has the authority to review the determinations made by the emergency arbitrator with respect to the seat, jurisdiction, as well as the relief. Herein, the tribunal can vary, confirm, discharge, or suspend the operation of the EA order. Thus, in case the emergency arbitrator was to be appointed to review their own decision, there will be evident and valid concerns regarding their impartiality.\textsuperscript{368} The emergency arbitrator may be inclined to uphold the earlier order, which otherwise may be considered to be amended by other arbitrators.\textsuperscript{369}

Therefore, in order to enable the tribunal to reach an impartial decision, such a prohibition on the appointment is generally provided. This policy keeps in check the institution itself from making such an appointment, in the absence of an agreement between the parties. Such an agreement may be reached in case the parties consider it useful to have the same person
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as an arbitrator since they would already be familiar with the facts and circumstances surrounding the case.\textsuperscript{370}

Thus, we recommend that the ICA Rules adopt a similar approach and explicitly bar the emergency arbitrator from being a member of the tribunal relating to the concerned dispute between the parties. This should, however, be subject to an agreement to the contrary by the parties.

5. **EMERGENCY ARBITRATOR CAN OBTAIN SECURITY FROM THE APPLICANT**

A key feature of the international EA rules is to provide the ability and authority to the emergency arbitrator to obtain security from the applicant, i.e. the claimant, for passing the EA order. In contrast, only three domestic EA rules, namely MHCAC, MCIA, and IIAM, contain such a provision.\textsuperscript{371} The EA rules of NDIAC, ICA, NPAC, and BIMACC do not provide for such powers.

Emergency relief can have a significant impact on the business and operations of a party.\textsuperscript{372} For instance, an EA order restraining a company from closing a high value mergers and acquisition transaction can have a huge effect on the commercial interest of the company. Therefore, the mechanism to obtain security allows the emergency arbitrator to obtain security from the claimant to compensate for any damages that the respondent may suffer.\textsuperscript{373} Such a mechanism acts to compensate the party against whom relief is granted in case the order is ultimately found to be unjustified by the emergency arbitrator or the arbitral tribunal.\textsuperscript{374}

Thus, such powers are important to prevent the misuse of the EA mechanism by the claimant to obtain unjustified relief. Accordingly, we recommend that the EA rules of NDIAC, ICA, NPAC, and BIMACC, explicitly provide such powers to the emergency arbitrator to obtain security from the applicant for an EA order.

6. **EMERGENCY ARBITRATOR SHALL APPORTION COSTS**

The authority to apportion costs for the EA proceedings primarily rests with the emergency arbitrator under the international EA rules. In India, the domestic EA rules comprising the MHCAC, MCIA, NPAC, BIMACC and IIAM Rules provide for a similar mechanism.\textsuperscript{375} However, NDIAC and ICA Rules are silent on this aspect.

The arbitrators have increasingly showcased a tendency to apportion costs of an arbitral proceeding as a method to allocate the costs.\textsuperscript{376} As per this method, the parties bear the costs in lieu of their success on the merits of the case, and therefore, it ensures a more equitable
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distribution.\textsuperscript{377} The provision for the costs to be apportioned by the emergency arbitrator at the end of the EA proceedings ensures that the costs are dealt with during the proceedings, in case the arbitral tribunal is not formed subsequently.\textsuperscript{378} For instance, after an EA proceeding, the claimant may not wish to proceed with the formation of an arbitral tribunal to determine substantive issues, in which case there would not be any subsequent decision on the costs. Herein, if there is a successful respondent in the emergency proceedings, they would need to consider a separate arbitration to recover such costs.\textsuperscript{379} Therefore, it is always preferred that the emergency arbitrator first ascertains the costs of the EA proceedings, subject to the formation and review by the arbitral tribunal. The explicit statement of such powers enables the emergency arbitrator to establish jurisdiction over the determination of the costs.\textsuperscript{380}

Moreover, apart from the fixed fees of the emergency arbitrator and the institution, parties may be required to incur certain reasonable costs which are apportioned by the emergency arbitrator between the parties. The question of whether the costs were reasonably incurred is decided based on the conduct of the party’s counsel and the complexity of the case.\textsuperscript{381} Therefore, the emergency arbitrator, who has first-hand knowledge about such factors, is more suitable than an arbitral tribunal to ascertain the reasonable costs incurred by the parties.

Accordingly, we recommend that both the NDIAC and the ICA Rules impose a duty on the emergency arbitrator to apportion the costs for the EA proceedings, subject to the formation and review by the arbitral tribunal.

\textbf{C. INTERIM NATURE OF THE EMERGENCY ORDER}

The EA orders, though binding on the parties, can always be varied by the emergency arbitrator, the arbitral tribunal, or cease to operate after the passage of a certain period in case the arbitral tribunal is not constituted. Such an approach prevents the winning party from misusing the benefits granted in an EA order and also provides an opportunity to consider factors that may have been missed due to the expedited EA process. Therefore, they become important elements of an EA mechanism.

Certain domestic EA rules fall short on providing a specific period for the operation of the EA order without the formation of the arbitral tribunal and granting emergency arbitrators the powers to modify their orders. Without an express delineation of such a power and the period of operation of the EA order, there is a narrow scope for the emergency arbitrator to legitimately amend the order and cease its operation. The detailed rationales behind such provisions and the amendments required under the various domestic rules are discussed below.

\textbf{1. EMERGENCY ORDER CAN BE AMENDED BY THE EMERGENCY ARBITRATOR}

The power of the emergency arbitrator to vary or vacate the EA order upon any party showing a good cause is a key feature of the international EA rules. The domestic EA rules, namely MHCAC, MCIA, NPAC, BIMACC, and IIAM Rules, also provide for such
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powers. The NDIAC and ICA Rules, however, do not provide emergency arbitrators with the power to amend the EA order.

The rationales for granting the power to the emergency arbitrator to vary the EA order are similar to the reasons for granting such power to the arbitral tribunal. Due to the time pressure under which the EA order is granted without comprehensive submissions from the parties, a valid cause may be shown by a party to alter the said order. Further, new facts or legal elements may arise after the EA order is passed, which may validate the reconsideration of the order. Therefore, though the arbitral tribunal is also granted such powers, its formation can take time, and within that period, a party may face commercial harm. Thus, in order to fill this gap, emergency arbitrators are also granted the powers to amend their EA orders.

Accordingly, it is essential that the NDIAC and ICA Rules also provide the emergency arbitrators to vary or vacate the order upon a party showing good cause. However, it is important to remember that such powers only last till the formation of the arbitral tribunal, after which the tribunal itself considers such requests of amendment.

2. **Emergency Order Ceases to Operate After a Certain Period**

The international EA rules generally provide for a specific period, ranging from sixty to ninety days, after which the EA order shall automatically cease to be binding if the arbitral tribunal has not been constituted. On the other hand, under the domestic EA rules, the MHCAC, NPAC, and BIMACC Rules also provide for a ninety-day period to constitute the tribunal, while NDIAC provides a period of sixty days. ICA, MCIA and IIAM, however, do not stipulate such a provision.

The provision to cease the binding effect of the EA order after a period of time is inserted in order to prevent the winning party from abusing the benefits of the order. A successful applicant may tactically delay the initiation of the arbitral proceedings in order to obtain the relief for an indefinite period, exert pressure on the opposing party and also hinder the arbitral tribunal from reviewing the EA order. Thus, such a provision is designed to prevent the dilatory tactics of the successful party employed to extract unfair advantages from a favourable order. Similar principles are also reflected under the 1996 Act wherein under §9(2) the arbitral proceedings have to be necessarily commenced within ninety days from the date the order for interim measures as granted by the court.

Therefore, we recommend that the ICA, MCIA, and IIAM Rules provide a similar period of either sixty or ninety days for the operation of the EA order without the formation of the arbitral tribunal.
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D. RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES

The key features regarding the rights of the parties include the right to approach the domestic court parallelly and the right to opt-out of the EA mechanism. The recommendations regarding the same are discussed hereunder.

1. AVAILABILITY OF PARALLEL DOMESTIC COURT MEASURES

The EA rules under the international institutions explicitly provide a parallel option to the parties to approach a judicial authority for any interim measures. Under the domestic EA rules, only the IIAM Rules contain a similar provision.389 The provision for parallel relief reinforces the function of the EA mechanism as only an alternative to the remedies available before a domestic court for urgent interim relief. A party may prefer to approach a court due to benefits such as the ability to grant ex parte relief, bind third parties, and sanction any breach of its orders.390 Hence, though parties may have agreed to be bound by the EA rules, such a provision ensures that they preserve their statutory rights to approach the domestic courts.391 This was evident in the case of Raffles Design, wherein the §9 petition by the Indian party was permitted due to the express delineation of a parallel domestic court mechanism under the SIAC Rules.392 Moreover, it implies that the choice of a party to approach a judicial authority does not act as a waiver to the right to arbitrate under the arbitration agreement.393

It also prevents the discontinuance or a halt on the EA proceedings merely due to a party approaching a domestic court during the said proceedings. This can be utilised by a party as a tactic to delay the EA proceedings. Therefore, it becomes imperative to stipulate that the parties can resort to the judicial courts without it affecting the operation of the EA proceedings before the emergency arbitrator.

Accordingly, it is essential that the domestic EA rules, namely the NDIAC, ICA, MHCAC, NPAC, MCIA, and BIMACC Rules, also provide an explicit parallel right to the parties to access the judicial courts.

2. AVAILABILITY OF AN OPT-OUT MECHANISM

The international EA rules generally provide an opt-out mechanism to the parties, which implies that the parties can, through agreement, choose not to be bound by the EA rules of the relevant institution. Such an approach may especially be taken by parties when the place of enforcement, for either of the parties, does not legally recognise the concept of EA. However, none of the domestic EA rules provides for such an opt-out solution.

The inclusion of an opt-out mechanism implies that unless the parties have agreed to not be bound by the EA rules, the said rules shall apply to the parties.394 Thereby, when parties agree to incorporate a particular institutional rule, they are automatically bound by its EA provisions. Though it is important to state that parties may, even without such a provision, validly opt-out of such rules.395 The provision functions to instead prevent frivolous
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challenges by a party merely as a dilatory tactic. A party may raise a challenge based on the premise that since the EA mechanism is a distinct part of the institutional rules, the same cannot be binding unless the parties through agreement opt-in for such a provision.\footnote{Scherer, supra note 39, at 8.}

Further, since EA is a relatively novel concept, some EA rules were added in the regulatory framework via amendments, such as in the case of ICA, NDIAC, NPAC, and IIAM Rules. Hence, there are bound to be situations where the parties agreed to be bound by the rules before the insertion of the EA mechanism. The opt-out provision here acts as a support to the proposition that the parties have also prospectively agreed to be bound by the newly inserted EA rules.\footnote{Bieri & Schnyder, supra note 170, at 456-457.} This is based on the general dictum that the parties in arbitration prefer to be bound by the updated and latest provisions of the institutional rules.\footnote{Id.} In general, it also provides parties, which may be unsure as to what extent they can agree to not be bound by a rule, with the necessary assurances regarding their ability to opt-out of the EA mechanism.\footnote{GUSY & HOSKING, supra note 306, at 74.}

Therefore, it is necessary that the domestic EA rules be amended and provide the parties with an opt-out mechanism for EA.

VII. ENFORCEMENT OF EMERGENCY ARBITRATION ORDERS IN INDIA

In this part, we attempt to highlight the major looming issues with the enforcement of the interim orders – and thereby EA orders – under the Indian legal framework. The part will focus on the enforcement mechanism for both domestic as well as foreign seated arbitrations. It is opined that without any progress in these issues regarding enforcement, an effective framework for EA, even with the implementation of the recommendations as provided under Part VI, cannot be established. Hence, there is an imminent requirement to address the issues regarding enforcement.

A. ENFORCEMENT FOR A DOMESTIC SEATED ARBITRATION

The sub-part first highlights the legislative amendment, which enabled the arbitral tribunals to enforce their orders and thereafter proceeds to examine the process of enforcement before a civil court.

1. POWER OF ENFORCEMENT

While §9 and §17 of the 1996 Act confer the authority upon the courts and tribunals to grant interim relief, it fails to address the enforcement of the same. Under §9, a court is conferred with the power to issue and enforce an interim order, as per the procedure established by the CPC.\footnote{The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, §9(1).} Before the 2015 Amendment, such a provision was absent from §17, rendering the interim order granted by tribunals ineffective. The contempt of such an order was also left out of the purview of the Contempt Act since an arbitrator was distinct from a court and could not attract provisions of either the Contempt Act or the CPC. Furthermore, §3 of the Evidence Act, 1872, expressly excluded an arbitrator from the definition of ‘court’.\footnote{See also The Evidence Act, 1872, §3 (“Court” includes all judges and magistrates and all persons, except arbitrators, legally authorised to take evidence).}
Nevertheless, the 2015 Amendment added clause (2) to §17 and brought the tribunal at par with the court *vis-à-vis* interim orders. The amendment deemed that all interim orders passed under §17 would be enforceable under the CPC in the same manner as if it were an order of the court.\(^{402}\) However, the Kerala High Court held that the amendment does not adequately address the question of enforcement.\(^{403}\) The High Court expressed that conferring the power of the civil court upon the tribunal to pass interim orders does not mean that it is conferred with the power of enforcement.\(^{404}\) The Court held that the nature of the arbitral tribunal’s composition arises from a contract, although its power is derived from a statute. Therefore, owing to its creation through a contract, it inherently lacks the authority to exercise any power related to any sovereign function or public law, which is vested in the courts.\(^{405}\) In effect, the judgement of the High Court held that the applicant would have to necessarily approach a civil court for enforcement of an interim order granted by the tribunal. This would run counter to the amendment’s objective of non-interference of courts in arbitral proceedings.

Varied inferences made by High Courts led the Supreme Court to clarify the position on enforcement of interim orders.\(^{406}\) With the help of the Report,\(^{407}\) the Supreme Court held that the addition of clause (2) to §17, was brought as a ‘complete solution’ to the problem of enforcement of interim orders granted by tribunals under §17(2).\(^{408}\) The Court also clarified that the tribunal would not have to apply to a High Court for contempt of its orders since the amendment clarified that such orders would be enforceable in the same manner as a civil court.\(^{409}\)

Although the Supreme Court has attempted to clarify the position of law with respect to tribunals seeking the court’s assistance for enforcement, the mechanism for direct enforcement by tribunals still remains unclear and ambiguous under the 1996 Act. The 1996 Act does not explicitly provide for any specific provision in case of violation of orders passed under §17.

2. **ENFORCEMENT OF INTERIM ORDERS**

Whether an interim order is passed under §9 or §17, it may be enforced either under §94 or §151 or Order XXXIX of the CPC.\(^{410}\) However, the statute fails to provide for a mechanism in cases where orders passed under §17 are violated.

Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of India in *Alka Chandewar v. Shamshul Ishrar Khan* held that a defaulting party could be penalised under §27(5) of the 1996 Act for violating an interim order granted by an arbitral tribunal.\(^{411}\) While this section provides that the tribunal must seek the assistance of the Court in taking evidence, the Supreme Court held that the scope of the provision extended to the Court punishing a party for contempt of the tribunal, as if it were an order of the Court itself.\(^{412}\) However, §27(5) only provides for the tribunal to
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seek assistance from the court in enforcing the order instead of punishing the defaulting party for contempt.\textsuperscript{413} The 1996 Act does not specifically provide for direct enforcement of the tribunal’s orders, though it deems that an interim order passed by a tribunal be enforced as an order of a civil court under the CPC.\textsuperscript{414} Therefore, we must analyse the procedure followed by courts to understand the enforcement of interim orders and the procedure for penalising a party for contempt of the tribunal’s orders.

a. Enforcement of Interim Orders by Civil Courts

A party seeking interim relief must first approach a civil court and file an application for injunction under Order XXXIX Rule 1 or 2 or under §94 of the CPC.\textsuperscript{415} The court may then grant an injunction without hearing the other party, i.e. an \emph{ad interim} injunction or may notify the other party to present their case before granting a temporary injunction.\textsuperscript{416}

In case the court does not grant an \emph{ad interim} injunction, it will issue a summons to the other party. Naturally, the other party tends to avoid the service of such summons;\textsuperscript{417} once the summons has been served, the opposing party will be granted an opportunity to file objections against the application and will attempt to delay the process as much as possible. Thus, frustrating the applicant party’s objective to seek urgent interim relief. Another procedure that could be adopted by the opposing party would be to file a caveat\textsuperscript{418} before the court and then seek time for objections against the application for interim relief. This may be followed by adjournments on some ground or another, delaying the grant in interim relief and rendering its objective completely ineffectual.\textsuperscript{419}

Whether the court grants an \emph{ad interim} injunction or grants an interim order through any other aforementioned procedures, the opposing party may easily frustrate the objective of interim relief through its non-compliance. On violation of the order by the defaulting party, the applicant party would have to approach the same court, file a petition and prove how the defaulting party violated the said interim order. The defaulting party would then again be given the opportunity to provide a defence.\textsuperscript{420} It is only after such an opportunity that the court would pass an order under Order XXXIX Rule 2A or §94 of the CPC.\textsuperscript{421}

All aforementioned mechanisms allow the opposing party to delay the proceedings in order to frustrate the practical effect of any enforcement orders rendered by the civil court.
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b. Penalising Non-Compliance of Interim Order

While the CPC does not provide for the mechanism of enforcement of the orders passed under §94 or Order XXXIX Rule 2A, the penal consequences for non-compliance of an order are also rendered ineffectual. While Order XXXIX Rule 2A expressly provides for penalty through the attachment of property or detention in civil prison, the appendix to the CPC does not contain any proforma for detaining a person at a civil prison for disobedience under this provision. Courts have also noted that orders delivered under §94 and Order XXXIX Rule 2A must be invoked carefully and frugally in such circumstances.

This leaves us with §151 of the CPC to successfully enforce an order. However, an application brought under §151 is heavily dependent upon the subjective satisfaction of the presiding judge. The procedure stipulated under §151 directs the applicant party to first prove the case for grant of interim relief and then requires the applicant party to prove violation of the interim order by the defaulting party. Subject to the satisfaction of the court, it may pass an order for disobedience or contempt. Since it is unclear how the court seeks to enforce the same under Order XXXIX Rule 2A, the order can only effectively be enforced under §151 of the CPC.

On an assessment of all the mechanisms for enforcement, the present structure for enforcement of interim orders granted by tribunals is essentially dependent upon the voluntary compliance of the parties rather than penal consequences.

3. OTHER ISSUES WITH THE ENFORCEMENT OF INTERIM ORDERS

While the question of enforcement of an interim order and its contempt remains unanswered, many other shortcomings are present. Presently, the structure of enforcement also stipulates that an order may be enforced under Order XXI of the CPC. On a collective reading of §36 and §2(14) of the CPC, unless “there is a formal expression of an order of the Civil Court”, resort is to be had under Order XXXIX Rule 2A or §94 of the CPC. An application may only be filed under Order XXI once the final decree has been rendered after adjudication of the dispute. Since Order XXI only applies to the execution of final decrees, interim orders will not fall under its ambit.

Furthermore, it is noted that once an interim order has been granted under either §9 or §17 of the 1996 Act, it could only be effectively enforced by the court under §94, §151 or Order XXXIX Rule 2A of the CPC or the Contempt Act. The procedure entails that only an order for injunction may be granted under Order XXXIX Rule 1 or 2 or §94 or §151 of the CPC. Disobedience of such an order of injunction is then punishable under Order XXXIX Rule 2A of the CPC. However, these provisions are only applicable to cases where an
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injunction is granted. This procedure is outrightly limited in its scope since it is generally observed that not all interim orders are restricted to injunctions.

Although, on paper, the 2015 Amendment to §17 was intended to confer power of enforcement upon the tribunal, it failed to do so in actuality. On practical application of enforcement procedure for enforcement of interim orders, it is realised that instead of the threat of penal consequences, the enforcement relies heavily on the voluntary compliance of the parties. Furthermore, the current structure of enforcement allows the opposing party to easily delay the process and, therefore, frustrate the objective of seeking quick interim relief by the aggrieved party.

B. ENFORCEMENT FOR A FOREIGN SEATED ARBITRATION

As highlighted in the prior discussion surrounding the Raffles Design case, an EA order rendered in a foreign seated arbitration is not recognised as an interim order under §17 of the 1996 Act. Thus, a party cannot directly enforce an EA order in such circumstances. An option, as provided by Raffles Design, is to approach the Court under §9 and then enforce the consequent Court order. Herein, the process of enforcement is the same as that of an order under §17. Thus, the parties will again face similar problems associated with the inefficient and slow process of enforcement, as discussed in the previous sub-part. However, in case the parties have, through an agreement, chosen to exclude the applicability of §9, a party only has the option to file a fresh suit under the CPC, rendering the EA order meaningless.

Hence, due to this dichotomy, it is more practical for parties who seek an urgent interim relief to approach the Indian courts instead of resorting to the EA mechanism. Resultantly, the lack of enforceability of an EA order in a foreign seated tribunal negates the advantages of the availability of the EA mechanism under the institutional rules.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The pro-arbitration approach under the Indian jurisdiction has been carefully manoeuvred and furthered over the past few years in order to formulate an efficient dispute resolution mechanism that ultimately improves the ease of doing business in the country. EA undoubtedly, due to its object and purpose, forms a core element of an effective arbitration regime.

Through this paper, we have attempted to trace the numerous issues and concerns which surround EA in India with respect to recognition, enforcement, and the institutional mechanism governing the EA proceedings. The paper specifically focuses on a critical examination of the institutional framework through a comparative approach – by juxtaposing the international EA rules with their domestic counterparts. The basis of the critique of the domestic EA rules is the seventeen identifiable key features under the
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international EA rules. These features include an expedited process, special procedure for determining the seat of arbitration, availability of parallel domestic court relief, no strict requirement of a formal hearing, the power of the tribunal as well as the emergency arbitrator to review the EA order, to name a few. The domestic EA rules, however, are observed to fall short of meeting these basic standards on several fronts.

It is important to emphasise here that the paper does not attempt to argue for a hyper-technical approach to enforce a hegemonised and rigid version of the EA rules. The EA rules naturally vary in certain aspects due to the jurisdictional or institutional approaches that are bound to defer at some level. Instead, as is shown through the paper, the focus is on demarcating core features that are fundamental for the efficient functioning of the EA process. The said features address various issues surrounding enforcement, the expedited nature of the EA proceedings, the proper duties and the powers of the emergency arbitrator and the tribunal, the rights of the parties, and the interim nature of the EA order. It is in this context and background that we call for a basic level of uniformity in the domestic EA institutional framework. We hope that the paper helps initiate a discussion regarding the said framework and contributes to the development and the rising call for a holistic institutionalised arbitration regime in the country.